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DIAZ CLASH WITH 4,000 MEN EACH

OPEN FOR EXPLANATION
BY THE PEOPLE

i

UNITED STATES READY

SALARIES BILLS

ELECTED

JVO.

HEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1913.

SOME PECULIARITIES
IN

MEXIC. AN

FOUR DREADNOUGHTS

FOR

WITH WHAT

BATTLESHIPS

If those kind eyes of his could fall
Upon the mills where' children toil
For wages pitifully small.
That Greed may live upon the spoil"
Heaped up by tender childish hands,
And won by childish woe and pain,
Would he not strike away their bands
And leave them free to play again.

'

tlTIZENS?

COUNTY BILL IS A PIPPIN AND

ITS POSSIBILITIES AMAZING

TO

MAY BE AVERTED

NEITHER

NOW STEAM AT TOP SPEED

TO

GULF

COAST; TWO

SO THAT ANOTHER FEKIN HORROR

PACIFIC

SiDE,

STIMSON

CONFERS

WITHTAFT.

FEDERALS NOR REBELS
GAIN ADVANTAGE UP TO 2 P. M,

Lincoln knew
'If that
The children's want and weariness,
How he would slash the fetters
great-hearte-

through
TODAY'S DEVELOPMENTS IN THE fv'EXICAN WAR.
possible loss. There is no exception
That keep them in their dull duress.
Helem jail in Mexico City opens iu doors, freeing ynoo to 5000 desper-- ,
made in the present bill, However,
Jlow he would scan their faces gray,
ocloes.
Their eyes, , so dull with too much
(
such matters have to do, only with
Federal troops reopen buttle at fi.SS a. m.
care,
Mutual Life building 6et on fire at S a. m.
the inconsistencies between the re
And send them fortli to romp and
Rebels under Diaz march on Na tonal Palace at H:i", a. m.
spective counties" and not with the
play
Suggestion of maintaining a neutral zone is found Impracticable.
measure
taken
whole.
j
The
bill as a
In sunshine and the open air.
of federals to cut off waH r supply of rebels is fruitless owing
to
Attempt
the ,
by and large, is an injustice
artesian wells.
to
of
presence
ended slavery,
His
taxpayer and Btarts the new state off
Federal force was strengthened during the night by artillery and iu-- i
on a basis that is disastrous and a
And if among us now he came.
fan try.
Would he not set these
poor precedent for the future.
I"
Bullets and cannon balls cut elect) ic light wires last night, leaving the
free
It is a matter of common knowlin darkness.
c:ty
on his
heap their blessings
edge that in one of the "big" counThousands of residents are escal ng from Mexico City.
name?
ties, a treasurer who would receive
Reports from Chihuahua indicate that a riot has broken out, rioters
$4,000 a year under this bill, pays a
'
for Diaz., .v.777''
shouting
to
,
do
a
year
J
competent clerk $1,500
States"
the first brigade of the first division of the
orders
United
The
if
the
the work and it is doubtful
liOOO men, to be prepared for "expeditionary service."
THEY
ARE
WHY
army,
aforesaid treasurer could actually
IN SANTA FE NOW?
The United States prepares to Bond 2500 marines to Vera Cruz to
perform the work of the office personnelieve
legations if necessary.
words,-hto!
In
other
expects
ally.
The
British legation has been set afire.
nocket the difference merely for giv- - - Why are Charles Springer, Judge
FOR MONEV
A.
L.
The
Porters hotel and American Club have been hit ly shells.
Charles
office.
Waldo,
Spleis,
the
Henry
ing bond and holding
O. Bursum, Malaquias Martinez
The Mutual Life building 'fire has been extinguished, but much dam-r.g- e
It is said that the income of some Helm
Washington, D. C, Feb. 12. Gordon
was done by shells.
poimcai
ripe,
.Witt fnr feeding nrisoners has ev- - ena 0lner6l"ta" similar
H. Campbell, of Little Rock, Ark.,
Alfonso Miranda, with 300 rebels, enters Mexico City.
Fe7 whv are they
m r.cor.A the hieh water mark of
The cable office has been struck by shells.
treasurer of the Republican state comspending their money to pay hotel
$5,000 aiyear.
Real Admiral Badger, commandir.s Atlantic fleet, will select two bat-tl- f
mittee of Arkansas, told the Clapp
But these are not the worst fea-- bills at local hotels at this time?
V. hat have they at stake that they
ships to hurry to Vera Cruz, following a midnight conference' with Presicampaign fund investigating committures of the bill in question.
to Santa Fe in the dead OFFICIAL COUNT OF ELECTORAL VOTE tee today that he knew nothing of dent Taft and officers of army and navy.
come
snould
Section two of the county salaries cf
A total of four American battleships will be on the
coast and two
the charge by Thomas J. Camp, forwinter, leave their comfortable
bill provides that "Whenever during
hemes and .offices and remain at
SHOWS DEMOCRATIC LEADER HAS mer postmaster at Ecebe, Ark--, ofiie-in- on Pacific coast.
earned
fees
the
calendar
year,
any
The navy will have BO00 men 011 Gulf and Pacific sides of Mexico be-- j
hotels in the state capital?
removed from office because he
and turned into the county treasury
435, ROOSEVELT 88 AND TAFT refused to contribute to the 1912 cam- fore the end of the week.
unanswerremain
of
exclusive
These
question
by the county clerk,
The big army transports at Newport News will be ready to sail to-- 1
paign and declared he had never sent
BUT 8
those derived from the district court, ea. The legislature is in session, you
demorrow,
to
carrying additional troops if they are needed,
information
the
have
these
coun
postofflce
my
as shown bv the certificate of the
rright reply. But what
Telegraph lines below Juarez were cut this morning.
partment concerning Camp's refusal
ty treasurer, shall exceed, in coun- gentlemen to do with the legislature?.
U. S. Ambassador Wilson wires state department that Madero
and
ties of the first class, $4,000; in They were not eelcted as members of Washington, D. C, Feb. 12. Con- to contribute.
ILiaz have 4000 men each.
Wilson
Woodrow
declared
fice.
no
today
sum
gress
the
hold
second
out
of
the
the
legislaclass,
the
that
counties
Campbell pointed
legislature; they
Secretary Stimson confers with President Taft early this morning.
Then the sheriff gets $3,500. But of $3,000; in counties of the third tive nor executive positions.
Then elected president of the United States
Inspector's report against Camp
Consul General Arnold Shanklin and his staff make sensational escape
it should not be supposed that this class the sum of $2,750; in counties vhat are they doing here? There are and Thomas R. Marshall elected vice on the strength of which tho filter's
t'vom American consulate at Mexico City.
iB all the' sheriff
gets. He gets a of the fourth class $2,500 and in r.o amusements, expositions, picture president.
resignation was demanded was signAmbassador Wilson and the German minister called on Madero at .
The electoral vote certificates, open- ed September 7, 1912, before h.i bor-astraight out allowance for deputies counties of the fifth class the sum of shows, society events or other attrac
runs
But the battle goes on.
0011 to demand that the battle cease immediately.
a
as
rule,
of $1500. One deputy,
$2,000, the salary bf such county clerk tions during this Lenten season to at ed in the presence of the house and soliciting funds.
Reports from Mexico City this afternoon indicate that the situation
the sheriff's office. It does not take for the succeeding " calendar year tract them at least none that this senate, sitting together, showed that
cf Americans and other foreigners is desperate as they are living in the
much of the sheriff's time to do what shall be increased 25 per centum." In
received 455 elpaper can discover. Yet these gen- Wijson and Marshall Theodore
buttle zone.
AND HIS
Roose-el- t
work he is called upon to perform. other words, say the amount in coun- tlemen
ectoral votes; that
In Santa Fe.
are
President Taft is determined to sf'nd troops to Mexico only as a last
Neither could he, as a rule, earn ties of the first class ran over the
for president and Hiram Johnbefor
reasons
at
their
CO
To
ADVISERS
arrive
S8
received
$3,500 in two years at his usual em- prescribed sum just one dollar, the
vice
son
for
president,
to
us
try by deduction,
ing here, let
TO PHILA.
Leader S, Genevevo de I a O enters City of Mexico to join
ployment in private life. Then there clerk would receive an increase of 25
votes, and that William H. Taft, for
figure it out. Mr. Springer, as is well
is the feeding of prisoners. It is well
ButDiaz.
Nicholas
and
of
$4,000.
Murray
on
his
centum
salary
per
is a gentleman of some president,
X
known that sheriffs in first class coun- That increase would amount to the Known,
At 1 p. m. unofficial reports state'at Madero ordered firing to cease,
for vice president, received
Washington, D. C, Feb. 12. Presivcalth. He is reputed to be a large ler,
ties do not lose money at feeding tidy sum of $1,000.
otes.
for
who have stockholder in the St. Louis,
fear
of foreign intervention, but il did not cease.
dent
every
Taft,
by
accompanied
Rocky
Madero threatens to move capital of Old Mexico to San Luis PotosI
prisoners but on the contrary it is re- studied the' constitution assert that Mountain and Pacific railroad in ColThe official count took a little more member of his cabinet except Secreported on very good authority that such a provision is in direct conflict
cr elsewhere.
fax county, its coal camps and other than an hour. Lincoln day exercises taries Knox, Stimson and Fisher, left
year is added to the sheriffs income with the constitution, yet such a proelectoral count in the rere at 3 p. m. on the Pennsylvania
the
some
out
As
preceded
time
a
pointed
from $2,000 to $3,000
anywhere
vision has been placed in the county properties.
house.
of railroad for Philadelphia, where toRepresentative Russell
from that source in the larger coun- salaries bill by the two finance com- ago, the St. Louis, Rocky Mountain Missouri, read Lincoln's
range of the cannon used, there is
Gettysburg night they will attend the fiftieth anIs bonded for some
and
etc.,
Pacific,
LATEST WAR
X no place in the city which can be
BULLETIN
"
ties. Under the present salary bill, mittees.!. .T
"
'
Graham
address
and
Representative
asdinner
of
the Union League
$15,000,000 and pays taxes on an
niversary
said to be safe.
(Received 3 p. m.)
the sheriff gets $3500 then he gets
But what Is of equal importance. In sessed valuation of $290,000 or there- c f Illinois, from the district Lincoln club.
Mexico City, Mex., Feb 12- -- X
TAKE SOME POSITIONS.
$1500 for deputies.
'
disence
made
a
bill' nor the
speech.
represented,
Mr. Spiess is down, In the
An American woman named Mrs. X
abouts.
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 12. The
Then Ae makes, let us say, $2500 a neither the county
or
has
biH,"
any
senate
When
house
and
duty
the
trict
in
attorney
St.
where
a
Holmes
finally,
was
That
Louis,
killed while the hat- X contending rebels and federal forces
directory
C
year for feeding prisoners.
for off- telephone
'
procedure been prescribed
tie was raging at 2 o'clock this X occupied the same positions this
the offices of that concern are loot- - Got. into joint session, me counting
1
gives him $7,500 a year. Say his to- icials
salasuch
When'
01
vote
was
.
that'
to
:
insure
tense
the
There
began.
.X morning as at the
afternoon.
cd, as attorney for the same outfit.
tal cost of conducting his office with
beginning of the
people will even re- Bursum was Republican state chair- interest at first, but as the count went
Both legs of another American X fighting yesterday.
his deputy, and his horses is $2500 a ries are paid, the of
on
therefor.
service
floor almost
the
ceive
conversation
a
pretense"
on,
.
.
Mrs
ran
and
a
woman,
he
man
until
X
for
vere
latitude,
Griffith,
is
which
governor
allowing ample
year
An effort by the federals to isolate
bills that it is was defeated. Now Herbert
X shot off while she was
W. Clark, browned the announcement of the tel j
and the sheriff has $5,000 a year and These are the salary
preparing X the rebels from their water supply
to
'!"
12.
refreshment
Feb.
The
the
lers.
present
London,
legislature,
by
N
proposed
i
home
in
dinner
which
was in X was ineffective
her
of Las Vegas, is state chairman, buti
little or no work. .Why should any enact
because there are a
into law for the first act of offRepresentative Rticker, of Missouri, tail in Regents Park, Ixndon, wae X the line of the federal fire.
X
county official in any county in New icials in the new state of New Mexi- Herbert does not spend much time in
number of the artesian wells in the
sufvotes
in
militant
down
for
burned
rersisted
today
by
announcing
f Mexico, receive
Santa Fe and seems to be looking
$5,000 a year?
portion of the city occupied by the
co. It is not to be wondered at, that
fragettes. The women left ho clue to
How many citizens of the state by
after his other and more profitable "William Wilson."
rebels.
on an adjoining
are
but
their
why?
the
identity,
people
asking
risk
all
12.
Feb.'
Mexico
Beleni
working constantly, assuming
City, Mex.,
jcb, of assistant United States district
women" were
words
"vote
for
According to reports from the fedthe
rath
can
Martinez
is BOARD OF TRADE
and employing all the capital,
jail, the famous old prison, has been eral lines Felix Diaz
attorney. Malaquias
The
In the gravel.
utilized the night
found
scratched.
It
thrown open by. the rebels and from hours in further
make $5,000 a year, clear money?
DAY (N CONGRESS from Taos county and was at one time
fortifying the posi
MAY BE PROBED building was of considerable size. 3,000 to 5,000
is worth considering in connection
have
considered a boss up there.
desperate
prisoners
tions he had taken up and which
Baskets smelling strongly of petro- been
with county salaries.
,
let loose.
There appears nothing In those
even yes'terday had proved strong
leum were found in the shrubbery
SENATE
The
Then the assessor is to receive
federal
12.
Board
of
the j
troops
Eight
'
Chicago, Feb.
to withstand the fire of the
Proceeded to house chamber for connections that could in any manner
rearby.
battle in the streets of the Mexican enough
$4,000 a year. Now it isva well known
the presence of these gentle- - Trade members may be investigated
government
troops.
explain
count.
vote
e?ectorial
In
any county
fact that any assessor
on charges of "bucket shop" and
capital at 6:35 this morning with a
The federal force was strengthened
Senator Root urged repeal of free men in the state capital during a ses'
re- PILL TO INCORPORATE
can assess that county in si months.
fire.
to
light
according
artillery
trades,"
sion of the
during the night by reinforcements
Why are they "tkinning
THE STOCK EXCHANGE.
The action soon became general, al- of both
After the first proper assessment, his toll provision of Pfinania canal act here? It canligslature.
not be, that they have ports circulated 'about the board of
artillery and Infantry- -. The
canals committee.
bework is reduced about one half and before
on
both
sides
the
though
artillery
building today. Simultaneously!
new arrivals took up positions along
in pending
legislation? tiade
state
12.
N.
The
Campaign funds investigating com- any Interest
Feb.
Y.,
canif he is at all capable, he can do the
of'
the
into
The
contents
Albany,
,
the play.
with these reports,
ing brought
streets leading to the scene of
mittee continued inquiry Into 1912 It can not be that they would seek an oDen letter sent to President Ed-- superintendent of banks will be given non fire was augmented by sweeping the
work in even less time. .
battle.
to influence legislation?' It can not
funds.
over
if
stock
a
exchanges,
salvos from the machine guns, while
campaign
As a rule, however, he employs
A. F. Robinson, of jurisdiction
The streets of the capital during
be that they are actuated by any but ward Andre wby
bill introduced ioday at the sugges the infantry came Into action with the hours
HOUSE,
deputy or two, to do the work. It is
Matteson, 111., were made public. The
of darkness had the appearmo-and
most
the
!
exercises
highest
held.
partiotie
Lincoln memorial
submitted as a matter of fair minded
Frank M. Bunch "mark scales" scan- tion of Governor Sulzer, becomes a volleys and individual shooting.
ance of a great armed camp. SentiIn joint session with the senate, tives towards the state of New Mex-- J dal brought to light the widening of law. The measure la designed to
The Mutual Life Insurance build- nels
argument that $4,000. for six months
all passera-bat each
the incorporation of the ing was set on fire at 8 o'clock by a corner.challenged
j bring about
work per year, is rather good pay. p. embers witnessed counting of pres- Ico and the people of this state?
the investigation.
Soldiers of all branches 'of
'
New York Stock Exchange and other shell from a rebel field, gun. It is a the
That these gentlemen meet with
Is there any reason why New Mexi idential electorial vote.
service slept on the ground while
each other now and then, that they! IPPING EVIL TO
co should pay that sum just because
four story structure on the corner of large numbers
exchanges.
of horses were tether- XI
X X X X X X X X X X X
hold conversations with members of
an assessor is a county official?
BE ABOLISHED
Th,e suggestion of state supervision Cinco de Mayo and San Juan de Lo- ed in the great Alameda
Park, many
!and regulation of stock exchanges by tran streets.
In smaller, counties, the work is X BRIEF SESSION OF
Xjthe legislature, that they are at times
of the cavalrymen lying down beside
even lighter while the salary for this X
SENATE HELD TODAY, X! present upon the floors of both the
12.
a
Feb.
committee
Ind.,
The rebels under Felix Diaz start- them.
representing
Indianapolis.
Capital epposed by
.
"
e
X senate and of the house while a ses-- j punishment will be abolished and
office is proportionately V high as In st
New York stock exchange at a ed to advance toward the national
In many parts of the city the elecX ": Only a brief session of the leg-- Xitic-- of the legislature is In progress. ninir will he a final offense In Indiana. lecent conference with
counties of the first class.V'
the govern- palace at a quarter to nine.
tric wires were cut by bullets and
of
the
X
ike
islative senate was held this X pre facts well known.
comparison
But by way
ir bills introduced here today are pas iment.
The rebels seemingly are employ- this resulted in long stretches of althird X afternoon. The senate named X
sheriff's office in counties of
But what Is puzzling about the en- - ted by the .legislature.
ing heavier cannon than they did yes- most complete darkness.
- X X
class where the pay is .$2,000
yr. X named Senators Crampton, All- - X tii e matter is why? What reason is
Thousands of residents took adterday.
They directed their fire toX ward the national
In those counties, the sheriff wiay X dredge,
NEW MEXICAN IS
McCoy,
Mabry and X there for these gentlemen to be here the state legislature who now and
palace on the vantage of this to escape from the
have twice the territory to cover, he X Miera as a committee to partici- - X at this time any more than at any then meet with these gentlemen ln
50 YEARS OLD TODAY. X higher buildings in the center of the zone of
danger. The exodus began in
may need double the deputies, ' he X pate with a like committee
in X other time and what reason Jiave they the course of daily events and some- Today is the fiftieth anniver- - X business district in many of which the early hours of the night, as soon
as X welcoming Vice - President-elec- t
will 'probably have
X
MexlX for wasting so much energy and time times of eveninas.
It may be. that'X sary of the Santa Fe New
federal machine guns are mounted as the people realized that firing had
many prisoners, yet he receives but X Marshall on Monday, February X in the atate capital when, as Is well before this session shall have adjourn X can. As will be noticed on the X and federal riflemen are posted.
temporarily ceased.
Mexl- - X
$2,000 a year salary $1,000 a year for X 17, at which time he will visit X known, all of them have
The suggestion of the foreign diploRIOT IN CHIHUAHUA.
large Inter- ed, this newspaper may be able to X top of this page
deputies and the same pay for feed- X this city anl address the ?egls- X ests elsewhere and their time Is shed more light on a situation that is X can begin today Volume Fifty, X mats that a neutral zone be estabEl
Texas, Feb. 12. Rioting
Feedine nrisoners at X lature. The house was not in X usually figured In dollars and cents? so puzzling. If so, this newspaper X Number One. A striking coin- - X lished is considered unfeasible by the broke Paso,
ing nriannnra.
out last night in Chihuahua
50 cents a day where a large number X session
The New Mexican asks these ques- will do its duty, without fear and X cidence is that the New Mexican X government, which points out that It
today. Both branches X
the rioters shouting "viva" for
of prisoners are in Jail, can be done at X meet tomorrow morning at 10 X tions at this time, for the considera- without favor.' Visitors to Santa Fe X ceelbrates its fiftieth birthday on X is impossible to foretell in which di- City,
Felix Diaz revolution, say passengers
a profit; where there are only two or X o'clock.
.
tion of the people of the state and for are always welcome. The word "visi- X Lincoln's birthday, February 12. X rection the action may be shifted.
three prisoners it must be done at a
In .reality, on account of the long
the consideration of the member of tors" Is used advisedly.
(Continued on page eight).
The passage by the house, without
the emergency clause of the county
salaries bill yesterday and later of 'the
district attorneys bill, with the emergency clause attached, has caused
wide speculation as to what if anysalthing at all, will become of the
ary question at this session.
The inequalities and possibilities in
these two measures and especially in
the county salaries bill are so glaringcomly apparent, as to cause widest
ment among the tax payers.
These two measures were drawn
of the senate and
by a
house finance committees and it is
openly asserted that they' are for the
the
larger part, the handiwork of offcounty officials and of the other
icials interested because tho committee, in its work, heard largely from
those interested in public office holding.
In the first place, the charge is openly made,bat the county salaries
bill is drawn almost directly in ay:
or of the "big" county official that
is of office holders in first and second class counties.
The treasurer" In Bernalillo county
for instance is, permitted a salary of
$4,000 a year whereas it 'is "ari"open
secret that a deputy, at a small part
of that sum, does all of the work and
that the treasurer spends but a few
hours away from his own business
in looking after the affairs of his of-
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Removal Notice

SOUR

GUGGENHEIM HAS

GASSY

Dinpepsin" Overcomes Your Indigestion in
Five Minutes.

GROCERY CO.

WHICH

AND RETAIL

i:UWT-digests

THE

OPPOSING

SCHEME.

(By Gilson Uardner.)
Washington, D. C, Feb. 12. A new
scheme for stealing public lands and
embarrassing the conservation move
ment has been hatched in the house
with the
Confronted
and senate.
t
probable opposition of President-elecWoodrow Wilson to their plan of
lupting the national forests through
the "states rights plan, nnHniiRr-- i
vutlonlsts in congress are preparing
to grab forest lands piecemeal.
bill which is
An innoceut-appeaunresigned to act a precedent ib uie
entering wedge for this new scheme,
is an apparently harmless proposi
tion for granting to the city ol uoio-rndo Springs and the town of Maui- .
.
laiiu
.ti rn nrnnn o kiti:iiiit iiiiiiv uir ir.

i?

dis-"jb- y

,.

1

S 'IS V

--

n

,,,

g

j

long series of elaborate experi
t the Swilt Laboratory it Is den- known that catarrh can be cured
the simple process of Inoculating the
blood with antidotal remedies that stop
the
conditions
,nflamm:!tory
.. .i throughout
,.
n,
famous
This is done with the
bod.,
Swift's Fure Specific or as it is widely
known, S. S. S. It Is taken Into the
t ag natura,ly fls the most
bood
nourishi.!i: food. It spreads its influence
YOU WONT GET "PINCHED" WHEN YOU BUY YOUR HARDWARE
over every organ In the body, comes
through nil the veins and arteries, en-I- t FROM US. WE SQUEEZE OUR PRICES DOWN WHEN WE MARK OUR
surfacea tQ exenange
obes ai
flammatmy acias and other Irritating
GOODS.
substances for arterial elements that ef- fppiiinHv cleanse the svstem and thus DUt
an end to all catarrhal pollution. S. S. S. . WE DON'T WANT TO MAKE A TUB FULL OF MONEY THE FIRST
cleans out the stomach of mucous acTIME YOU DEAL WITH US. WE PREFER THE SLOW, SURE, HONEST
cumulations, enables only pure
materials to enter the intestines, com-- '
bines with these food elements to enter METHOD OF FILLING OUR TUB WITH MANY LITTLE DROPS.
the circulation in less than an hour.
You will soon realize its wonderful In
-fluence by the absence of headache, a de- cided clearine of the air nassaires. a
Phone 14 If Its Hardware We Havej,
steadily improved nasal condition, and
j
auoqj
a sense of bodily relief that proves how
completely catarrh often Infests the enon
S.
S.
tire system. You will find S.
sale :u all drug stores at $1.00 per bottle.
It is a remarkable remedy for any and
all blood affections, such ns eczema, rash,
lupus, tetter, psoriasis, bolls and all scrofFor special advice on
ulous conditions.
any Mood disease write in confidence to
The Swift Specific Co., 127 Swift Bldg.,
Atlanta, Ga. Do not delay to get ft bottle
of S. S, S. at your druggists,

By

.

1

WHOLESALE

ARE

GRESSIVES

PRO-

POLICY

CONSERVATION

just ate has fermented into stubborn
lumps; your head dizzy and aches;
bolch gases and acids and eructate
undigested food; breath foul, tongue
coated just take a little Dlaspepsin
and in live minutes you truly will
wonder what became of the indigestion and distress. ,
Millions of men and women today
know that it is needless to have a
A little Diapepsin OC-bad stomach.
casionally keeps this delicate organ
regulated and they eat their favorite
foods without fear.
If your stomach doesn't take care
of your liberal limit without rebellion,
if your food Is a damage instead of a
help, remember the quickest, surest,
most harmles relief is Pape's Diapep
-
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Geta Right into the Affected Parts
and Stops Gathering in Eyes,
Noes, Throat and Lungs.
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AN ATTACK ON THE GOVERNMENT

Wonder what upset your stomach
which portion of the food did the
damage do you? Well, don't' bother.
if
If your stomach is in a revolt;
sour, gassy and upset, and what you

Have now taken possession of
their new quarters formerly
occupied by TOWNSEND'S.
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War Department.
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V"
alley. 8,700 feet above sea level,
sunshine every day. ODen air
work throughout tbe entire session. Conditions tor physical
and mental development are
IDEA I such as cannot be found
elsewhere in America. Four- teen officers and instructors all
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ern colleges.
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IS QUITE SO CONVEN
IENT as to touch the button and
your stove Is ready to cook your

iron ready to use, your toasted
hurried breakfast, your vacuthe
ready for
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ready for the fray, your washer
fan ready to cool the heatto
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ready
ed rooms. Electricity will do every thing
for you. We furnish It at reasonable rates,
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The bill passed the house and went
Salem Hospital.
The operation was first performed to the Benate. Here is where the BOBSLED
Senator
"line" work took place.
by Dr. Albee, of New York, and bears
TELEGRAPH POLE
of Colorado, re- Simon
Guggenheim,
V;i
nntil.
from the senate com.
According to Dr.Xewhall the spin- j ported the bill
with
,. nnnaa nf tvio vortaiirnB above and mlttee on
public lands,
Oxford, Ohio, Feb. 12. In a coast-The amendment emas- ing accident here this afternoon one
below the sight of the disease is split wnendment."
for the college
longitudinally and a piece of bone culated the bill. It substituted
girl was killed and four others
taken from the shinbone is grafted in words "by the secretary of agricult- were seriously injured.
wim me mumti-thestd the groove made by tne spiuung oi rre in
Elsie Brenton Fall, 20 years old,
The grafting is thenr,,i authorities, the phrase "by and at senior daughter of Henry W. Fall, of
processes.
closed over bv the 'kangarro tendon." the exnense of" the city. This left Indianapolis, Ind., was killed.
The piece of bone lives and makes a the question of use wholly in the
There were 15 young women on a
solid bone splint down the .back over hands of the city authorities and pro- large bobsled belonging to the college,
the point of disease, thus preventing vided for the supervision by the sec They had received permission to coast,
the knuckle out and forming the retary of agriculture oi someimnB end were to have been joined by the
"hump." This operation replaces ine.oVer wnjcu he would have no actual instructor of physical cutlture soon
old method of keeping the patient in tontrol. The bill passed the senate after reaching the hill. They did not
Miss Bareus
a plaster jacket for two years.
us amended and the plan is to rush it v, ait for her however.
In this case the price of shin bone through the house. It may or may was guiding the sled, but lost control
used was taken from the patient. It jr.ot be significant
that the Pike's and crashed into a telephone pole.
is said this will not in auy way cripple Peak
now Miss Fall died a few minutes later.
company
The girls were warned of the
him.
has a permit from the forest service
s
to develop power on the stream in clanger, but they declined advice.
question, and that' this company also
BARBER GAVE
HOTEL SUTHERLAND IN ASHES.
lias a contract with the city of
A CLOSE SHAVE
Springs for furnishing light
12.
The
Man., Feb.
Winnipeg,
power to the town, both - of which
same time a Hotel Sutherland here was destroyed j
at
the
a, agreements
expire
12:
John
Feb.
Holm,
Chicago,
by Are early today. More thau fifty
now.
newspaper man, had ohe of the closest few years from
guests and employes were carried to
of
the
the
of
"A
He was
responsibility
part
shaves of his life
from the upper windows by the
thaved by Perry M. Hall, a barber, forest service," said Chief Forester- safety
No lives were
M. Th
the ease Graves discussing the proposed legis- fliemen.
who constantly diBCUBsed
is $100,000. Intense
damage
property
water-sheas
to
"is
Holm
cut
ai
he
lation,
protect
which
with
might
the man the present time within the national cold hampered the firemen.
throat.
Holm, believing
which
either was insane or under the effect f crests there are water-shed- s
of drugs, jested with him until the j supply water for domestic purposes to
PILES CURED IN 6 TO 14 DAYS
shaving process was ended, and then more than a thousand different towns Your druggist will refund money If
and cities. It seemed to me an unde- PAZO OINTMENT fails to cure any
caused his arrest.
"It's a fine edge I have on my razor sirable precedent to take land out of case of Itching, Blind, Bleeding or
the national forest in this case and Protruding Piles in 6 to 14 days. 50c.
today," Hall said . "In
"He rested the edge of the razor on trant It to the city outright, and so I
Holm's Adam's apple and then went reported adversely on the original
The city of - Colorado
on:
legislation.
lti uxnjxruvuuuuwuumrvijiru
"In fact I could cut your throat Springs felt, however, that it ought
without any trouble I don't believe a to have some police powers to keep
in quesoff of the water-shedrop of blood would show on the blade people
tion so that no pollution of the sup-llit's so keen,"
might take place, and the iforest
"Maybe not," Holm replied, "but
think how you would- - muss up the service had no objection to Bueh a
rian. The bill as passed by the house
towels."
"Yes. yes." Hall laughed. Sure. No- - vas perfectly satisfactory to the forSEASON
body would blame me though if I did! est service, as it provided for superof
Ision by the secretary
agriculture,
cut your throat, would they?'
IS
"Oh, no" Holm agreed, "but we're tut permitted policing by the city.
'
old friends, so put it off a few days. This would not interfere with reforWhen the shave was finished,. Holm esting the area which has been burned
We are fully prepared
hurried out and got a policeman.
over, and would not interfere with
to answer satisfactori s use for other forest purposes.
The
is
emended
ambiguous.
however,
bill,
ily all your wants
THE
SENATE PASSES
i
to
MESSENGER BOY BILL. It grants the use of the water-shethe city and says the land "shall be
LOOK
THIS
LIST OVER
administered by the city," but "un-Ce- r
Denver, Colo., Feb. 12. The senate
CAREFULLY:
the direction of the secretary of
passed on third reading today the bill
This places the reprohibiting boys under 16 years of agriculture."
while
SARDINES, Imported and Doage being employed in any messeng r sponsibility on the secretary,
service and boys under 12 from Fell giving the city the actual control. It
mestic.
would probably result in a legal 1
ing papers on the streets.
which might have to go to the
BISMARK HERRING in the can.
A resolut'.m was also adopted or- tangle,
cc.urts for adjudication. It would, in
committees
al!
dering
legislative
to
set."
bad
my opinion be a
precedent
CLAMS, CLAM CHOWDER.CLAM
,
by February 20.
The National Conservation associaThe house engaged this morning in
JUICE, MINCED CLAMS.
the bill in its present
killing a number of ji'.s creating new tion is opposing
are
out
there
form!
that
They point
departments and increasing salarU'S
CRAB MEAT, DEVILED CRABS,
frequently a number of uses for any
of many state employes.
domestic
is
the
given stream. There
KIPPERED HERRING,
DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
supply, the use for Irrigation, the use
YARMOUTH BLOATER,
the
for
for
use
cannot
the
as
navigation,
local
power,
they
applications,
by
as a timber rereach the diseased portion of the ear. use of the water-sheCAVIAR, LOBSTER.
There is only one way to euro deaf- - serve, and Us use for grazing lands,
Some of these
ness, and that is, by constitutional or mining purposes.
FRESH MACKEREL,
In practically
remedies. Deafness is caused by an utes may conflict.
MILCHFR HERRING.
Inflamed condition of the mucous lin- tery case the various uses affect
ine of the Eustachian Tube. When ii ere than one- state. It is obvious
this tube is inflamed you have a rumb-- that there should be some authority
CHEESE OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
ling sound or imperfect hearing, and to determine what is the highest use
when It is entirely closed, Deafness is in a given case, and to regulate other
the result, and unless the inflamma- - j uses to conform. The conservation
tion can be taken out and this tube re-- people believe that there should be
stored to its normal condition, hear-- ' i:o possible question as to the
of the federal government to
ing will be destroyed forever; nine
cases out of ten are caused by Ca- - t ct as arbiter, representing the Interests of the whole people in all such
tarrh, which is nothing but an
between the city
flamed condition of the mucous sur- - cit.es.
i
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We will civp One Hundred Dollars
foi anv case of Deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for cir
culars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo. Ohio.
'
Sold by Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pillo for

authorities' and the federal govern-ren- t
has been found to be practic
p,jle and workable, but does not al
in with the plans of special privilege
senators and congressmen who are
imerested in grabbing the forests

piecemeal.
RepubliDemocrats,
Progressive
cans and Bull Moosers are prepared
to attack the amended bill "in tbe
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Agriculture und Commerce, Hajime
Motoda.
TnkesI Imukal,
Communications,
Wita the exception o the last nam-rd all the new ministers are leaders
iff the Constitutional party, of which
the Marquis Saoinjl was president.
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"BASEBALL HEROES WILL

UNCLE DUD.'

SO SAYS THE CYNICAL COLONEL AS REPORTED BY
(By J. Campbell Cory.)

,

I can't help harking back, upon occasions, to the days when baseball
was a- - truly, strenuous game, wljen it
took nerve and genuine courage, as

'

'

well as skll arid Judgme"rit,"'fd play" up
to the standard of the old time fan.
And so It chanceuV upon a recent
evening when the Colonel and myslf
had comfortably adjusted ourselves
ii a cosy corner of the club, that 1
lather enjoyed the dear old fellow's
pessimistic chatter along those lines.
"It all makes me sick, my boy, this
poppycock about training seasons
training camps and such latter day
rot!" he snorted, when 1 had gently
led him around to the topic nearest
to his heart.
"Why, what in heaven's name do
they have to train for nowadays?
They're a bunch of mollycoddles and
pink tea dudes, these ball players ot
"Does a husky young athlete have
to train In order to stop a ball with a
I.air mattress? Must he be physically
F.roomed and mentally nutured so that
he may learn to hit a balloon with a
tase fiddle?
'!Why all this clamor about a pro-- J
JessloiiaJ bonehead because he can be,
.trusted to attempt to throw from one
base to another with a fair degree of
.certainty that he won't throw It over
4he grandstand or carom it off the
'je iomach of an innocent
policeman a
hundred feet back of the left foul

A MODERN BACKSTOP.

3ine?"

"Things were different in our day,
Colonel," I prompted.
"Different! "Why, back In the early
'SO's did you ever see a catcher wear
a sofa pillow on his hand of a mattress
all over his front elevation or armor

New Yor, Feb. 11.

-

'

"Warhop,
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Chance

,
'

j
i

i

McConnell,

Caldwell

and

p

THE COLONEL'S

SLANT.

rlate on his shins?

"Everything about the game today
Not even a mask tends toward automatic or mechanical
my boy! 'Inflelders and outfielders Laseball, arid the time is coming, If
alike played with bare hands, and a ve continue to drift,' where it will be
if Fibout as exciting for a spectator to
recruit couldn't even get a
be had a straight finger on either paw. look at 3 the machinery of a steam
"Ah!" sighed the colonel, signaling laundry in operation.
the waiter for another round, "Ah,
"If I live for a few more years
Dudley, my friend, those were the fully expect to see inflelders stopping
low hit balls with
happy days!"
lengths of
After a few reflective sips from his fence board and fielding them with a
r
replenished glass the militant
gun or a slingshot. Outfield
No! of course not.

try-out-

six-fo-

resumed:

ers will catch flies In a

dip-ne-

while

t

Came of the American league season.;
Whatever it may be, tlie team that
Chance ultimately selects will mostj
assuredly convince its opponets that)
it Is out to win.
The Highlanders will return from
Bermuda on April 3. The first team
vill play Brooklyn on April 5, Jersey
City on April 6, the Superbas again on STATE BOOSTERS WILL ASSEMBLE
April 8. The only game arranged so
AT ASSEMBLY ROOM, PALACE OF
far for the second team Is with Newark on April 7. Chance's men open
GOVERNORS TONIGHTTO ORGANIZE
the season in Washington on April 10.
j

is cer-

Fisher as a pitching staff.
The second team will be composed
of Barry of the Brockton club at first,
"Young of Harrlsburg at second, Jack
Martin at short, Priest, late of Albany, at third, Daniels in left.'Midkiff
in center and Harbison, from the Atlanta club, in right Sterrett will do
the catching and Schultz, Hoff, Keating, Green and Davis the pitching.
Slump and Williams will act as utility
for both teams,
The regulars will play three games
a week with Irwin's infants and three
with the Jersey City Club. Of course
this arangement is no indication as
to the way the Highlanders will start
the season.
Chance will doubtless
make many changes in the two teams
as he gets to know his men. For Instance, if Chance finds that he is in
condition to play regularly and be- lieves that
his playing
would
be
strengthen the teamy Chase . may
found in the outfield. The " beauty
about Chase is that he is such a na- tural ball player that he can play just
r.bout any position, and play it wen.
of his first team
From the make-uChance evidently desires to get all the
tatting strength possible and trust to
Ma pitchers to hold down the opponents' score. Of course, not even the
peerless leader himself has any idea
as to his batting order for the first

FROM

OUTFIELDER,

1

tainly a man of decision. He has already made plans for his first ten days
in Bermuda, and no time will be lost
in speculation after he reaches the islands.
He has evidently determined mat
lie can get a better line on his players
by getting into a uniform than merely
watering them perform. This is also
JlcGraw's system. While he is at
Martin the Giants' leader is always in
uniform and generally the first at the
field. He participates In all the practice games and plays practically every
position on the team.
Chance will divide his squad Into a
f'rst and second team. He himself
vvill take charge of the
regulars, while
Ihe recruits will be under the
mand of Arthur Irwin. The veterans'
will start the training season with
Chance at first, Chase at second, Derrick at short, Hartzell at third, Cree,
wolter and Levelet in the outfield;
Sweeney behind the bat and Ford,

Iv.ork, and packed in medicated cot
ton batting for three days, attended
in sumptuous luxury by a breathless
'
retinue of trainers, masseurs,
nurses.
trained
and
operators
"And, should he have chanced topitch a hitless game, the big rough
on
neck's portrait will be blazoned
page in this broad
every sporting
land!
"Training camps! Piffle! Oive me
some good, old fashioned baseball."
Upon this we silently touched glassthem and arm in arm,
es,
went forth into the night.
I'd like to decant a bit of prattle
the modern
right here concerning
baseball hero as an addition ro ciram
atic art, upon second thought, I believe it will, in justice to so import
ant a topic, require a chapter to
self.
" UNCLE DUD.
I

e

pul-mot-

,

CHANCE SPLITS
YANKEE TEAM

by

lolling in a wheel chair propelled

'a colored valet. Pitchers will be carried from the field after one inning's
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TERRA NOUA
ARRIUES

i

All Santa Fe residents are uged
to turn out tonight at a meeting of
the boosters for the state for the purPhlldelphia, Pa., Feb. 11 Luther pose of perfecting a state organization
McCarty, white heavyweight champion and prepare for a year of strenuous
of the world, this afternoon declared work for the benefit of Santa Fe and
that he would meet Jack Johnson for of the new state.
the world's title if the public showed
There are a number of delegates
.ny desire for the match and his man- in the city from other portions of the
ager, Billy McCarney, requested it.
state and it is urged by the local
Soon after defeating Al Palzer for committee that all residents of this
the white title, McCarney, on behalf of city who are interested in the AdMcCarty, announced that the color vancement of this city, also be pres:
'
line had been drawn and that Luther ent.
would never consent tq a meeting with
held at eight
will
be
The
meeting
Johnson. Since making
this state- - r o'clock in the assembly hall at the
ment, McCarty has been touring the
nf th.
VPrnPa anA n those
country giving boxing exhibitions.
wJlo atten(, are asked to be there
So much criticism has been leveled promptiy. This meeting is a most
rt McCarty and McCarney for draw-- important one for the good of the
ing the color line before they had 8tate capital as well as of the whole
really shown enough to warrant wear-at- e
and all citizens can aid by
a world's championship crown thaii ing present and doing a little home
the big cowboy in now ready to recall boosting.
Lis first declaration.
"I will meet Jack Johnson," said
PREMIUMS
McCarty, , "if my manager,. Billy Mc- WANT
Carney, orders me to do so. I mean
FOR PRODUCTS
just what I say orders me.
"I am working under the instrucA new idea about the best way to
tions of McCarney and: although I am
some of New Mexico's money
spend
opposed to meeting negroes, I will was brought out at the meeting of the
jump the into the ring to meet Jack Horticultural
society held last night
if Billy says so,"
when the following resolution was
passed unanimously:
"Resolved; That it Is the opinion of
this society ' that an appropriation
nade by the state to any fair should
:
be expended exclusively for premiums
2. The Turkish for products of New Mexico, and that
Feb.
London,
government today formally requested ll8 use should be so limited in the
Sir Edward Grey to invite the Europ- rppropriation."
The matter of spraying trees and
ean powers to intervene to stop the
Balkan war. The request was com- proposed legislation on this subject
"-municated to the ambassador here, was also discussed.
who transmitted it to their respec
Secretary Oakley , was. called by a
tive governments.
The ambassadors j telegram to New York and during his
will meet on Friday to report the re- - absence Attorney C. J. Neis .will be
suit.
secretary.
'
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TURKS PLEAD
FOR PEACE

.

-

"

FCOPlt
!l

REMINDS
IS A CHAMPION

THAT HE
BY SXWBOY vPEPFOPMANCES

and
INTO

bpoicic
jack Johnson
HIS " GF?AV
PFINT
WITH

JOQeEPnAUT" UNTIL HE BROKE,
WTO.

JAIL

Schlitz

Lemps

BEER
California Wines ;..
Old Taylor Whiskey

PHONE 239. Wf
'Sao Francisco Street.

55

'

the North by said Carleton .Avenue,
on the East and South by hinds owned or claimed by the Santa Fe Realty
Company, on the West by the Galisteo Road, and containing one and
hundredths

thirty-fiv- e

acres

(1.35)

more or less,
You are hereby notified that unless
you appear and answer, as above required, the Baid Plaintiff will take
judgment against you for the relief
demanded in the complaint, together
with all costs of suit.
Witness the Honorable Edmond C
Abbott, Judge of the First" Judicial'
district court, state of pJew Mexico,,
within and for the county of Santa
Fe, and the seal of said District
Court this 12th day of February, A. D...
:, :
1913.
"
' "'
"." ' M. A. ORTIZ.
Clerk.
(Seal):
By EDW. L. SAFFORD, Deputy, j
The names of Plaintiff's attorneys
and
are Wilson, Bowman ft
their address is Laughlin Block,' SanI
ta Fe, New Mexico.

'

:
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....
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CALIFORNIA

rx

IIIIUU
Christ Church, 'New Zealand, i'ett interest MO LIU13 UCU Un rintaKmlnad
12. The Terra Nova, the vessel which upon.
Dated this 1.2th day of February,
took Captain Robert F. Scott to the
antartic on his way to the south pole 191 3.
,
E. V. Long, F. E. Olney, R. J.
and ..which returned there to fetch
B. W. Img, C. J. Roberts, E. C.
the
him back, but instead brought
J. F,
news of his and his companions he- Crampton. Mrs. Isaac Barth,
roic death, arrived in this port tills Sulzer, W. M. McCoy, C. H. Alldredge

TO
NflW And'Eniy theJSunny
UU MUTT
Climate of California.

Tau-pert-

FIRST JOINT BALLOT
IN ILLINOIS LEGISLATURE,

The California Limited No 3
Will Take You There in Style and Comfort.

JAPAN'S NEW CABINET
IS ANNOUNCED.
San Francisco,
al., Feb. 12. Count
(li'inbei Yamamolo, the new Japanese
premier, has substantially announced
his cabinet, according to a cable message received here today by the JapThe list,
anese Daily New World.
which has the approval of the elder
statesmen, but is subject to possible
minor revision Dy xne emperor

Springfield, 111., Feb. 12. The first
joint ballot, of the Illinois legislature
for the long term senatorshlp result
ed as follows:
House. Senate. Total.
Name.
7G
24
25
Sherman. (R)
89
5
24
Lewis, (D) ..
2
23
25
Tunk, (Prog)
4
4
0
t'erlyn, (hoc)

Foreign Affairs, Baron Kato, incumbent.
Army, Baron Kikoshi.
Marine, Baron Salto.
Interior, Kei Hara.
Education, Yuklo Osaki, formerly
mayor. of Tokio.
Justice, Sumitka Haseda, formerly
minister of education.
Finance, Masablsa Matsuda.

SUMMONS.
State of New Mexico,
County of Santa Fe.
In the District Court for and in the
First Judicial District.
E. Almond Leonard, Plaintiff,
vs
The Unknown Heirs, if any, of Dolores
The unknown
Gallegos, deceased.
heirs, if any, of Romolo Martinez,

i

ROUND TRIP RATES

:

Los Angeles,
San Diego,

San Francisco,
RETURN LIMIT SIX MONTHS.

THE GRAND CANYON

SEE

THE YOSEMITE VALLEY

Let us Plan Your Trip, Arrange lor Sleeping Car Accom'
modations Oil Any of Our Through Trains.

Santa Fe, N. M.

H. S. LUTZ, Agent,

'RAILROADS WOULD PUT FEAR
INTO HEART OF MR. WILSON"
New York, Feb. 12. W. S. Carter,
president of the Brotherhood of Locomotive .Firemen and Enginemen,
exemplified today his statement of
yeBterday that the railroads were determined to ''put. fear into the heart
of Woodrow Wilson" by a great strike
as a means of securing higher freight
rates and addedthat in his opinion,
Wall Street wai. responsible for the
(''.
situation.
The firemen's.' leader gave this as
his final view of the deadlock blow
existing between 54 eastern railroads
and their 34,000 firemen immediate.
He had concluded a, ,conferenpe with
Judge Martin Ai fcuapp of the V. S.
W. W. Hancommerce "court, and
ger, acting commission of labor, before whom both fides are to explain
their contentions..
"I meant exactly what I said yes
,

'

terday," said Carter. "The railroads!
are trying to put fear into Woodrow
Wilson's heart. And that is exaotly j
what they mean to do. It is not the
men who run the railroads who are
to blame. It is the big men .of Wall
Street back of them.: They are the
ones urging the whole thins, upholding the railroads in their stand. If it;
were not for them the railroads would
not dare shoulder the blame for a
"
;
strike." ,, ,
Carter and the adjustment committheir
tee of the union discussed
grievances with Messrs. Knapp and
Hanger for more than three hours today, refusing to yield any points of
their 'demands for higher wages andi
better working conditions.
j
After the conference, Judge Knapp
said, no statement could be made at
l
present

AND
HIS

OUT

JIM COROCTT

STOCK AT PAB

iMTOl A

"

LEAtiiiNQ

,

COLORADO SALOON
FINE WINES, LIQUORS AND CIGARS.

'

PEERLESS BAR
Fine

and

Imported

Domestic

Wines,

Liquors

AND CIGAR5

'

GREGG & COLE, Props.

BV MACDONALD Pope Motor Cycle
PRICES, $115, $200, $215 and $250
ear root? old John L.Sullivan
With Imported Magneto.

BUDDING

fftN

Family Trade Supplied.

!

.

MAINTAINED

BY

JOHN HAMPEL, "Proprietor.

j

WASN'T HE A CHUMP?"
Luther McCarty

Capital Bar

Winter Excursions

morning.

M'CARTV WOULD
FIGHT JOHNSON

'

Jefferson City, Mo., Feb. 12. The
Missouri Bupreme court today refused
ouster
to modify the judgment of
against the Standard Oil company and
the original order, ousting the company from the state, now stands. The
original order was issued more than
four years ago.
The opinion of the court today was greeting:
conclurred in .by five judges, Chief ' You 'are hereby commanded to be
Justice Lamm and Judge Woodson and
appear before the First Judicial
dissenting.
.District' Court of the State of New
to
held
The dissenting judges
that
within and for the
oust tlie Standard Oil company from Mexico, ofsitting
Santa Fe,, that being the
. ,
.
.
..
..
County
e
rue Bi;ne wouiu leave ine waters-Piercin which the complaint herein
Oil company in control of the county
is filed, within 20 days after tho servoil business of Missouri.
Clay,
Henry
ice of this summons, If served in any
Pierce, by purchase, recently acquir-- ; county in this judicial district, othered all the holdings of the Rockefeller
wise within 30 days after service to
interests in the Waters Pierce com- - answer the complaint
of E. Almond
pany. j lie dissenting judges recom- Leonard In an action to quiet the title
be ap- to
mended that a commission
the following described real estate;
pointed to take testimony and deterAll that certain lot, piece or parcel
mine what action should be taken, in rf land lmnnffarl anil nnrtlrMilnrlv rtf.
view of the changed conditions in the Bcrfbed
ftg fo,loWB.
oil situation in Missouri.
Beginning at a point where the
The court In overruling the motion
In
said th.it it now has power to modify southern line of Carleton avenue,
the ouster order as the time limit in the city of Santa Fe, Intersects the
which that might have been done is East line of the Galisteo Road, thence
minThe ouster judgment has South five (5) degrees fifty (50)
expired.
twenty-threbeen affirmed by the supreme court utes West, three hundred and
(323) feet and four (4) inches;
The company
of the United States.
thence South eighty-nin(89) debe
to
asked
a
fine
of
but
$50,000
paid
minutes East, one
allowed to do business in the state on grees, fifteen (15)
eighty-seveand a half
condition that it comply with the laws hundred and
U87HO feet; thence NortH "seven
0f the state,
'
(53) minutes
(7) degrees,
f
two
hundred
and
'
East,
ninety
ATTENTION HOOSIERS.
(290) feet to the southerly side of
resi said Carleton Avenue; thence North
The undersigned,
formerly
(7-- )r
degrees West along
dents of Indiana, now having theirij seventy-nint
homes in New Mexico, justly proud said line, Jorie hundred and
(198) feet to the place of beginof the record and history of the Hoos-ie- r
Said tract being bounded, on
State, of the achievements of her ning.
citizens and statesmen.and believing
the vtKit ot vice resident i nomas n.
Marshall to our state capital on Feb
ruary the 17th, will be an opportune
of the Hoosiers
time lor a
of the Sunshine State at Santa Fe,
hereby invite all former citizens of
Indiana to meet at the state house,
February 17th, 1913, at nine o'clock a.
that old friendship may
lf.j in
be renewed and new ones formed,
end to take such action relating to the
visit of the vice president to New

EMIL MIGNARDQI- -

THE

.r

L.

today !

-

SOON!"

MOLLYCODDLES

WILLIAM FARAH

SUMMONS.
The State of New Mexico to the
Unknown Heirs, if any, of Dolores
the Unknown
deceased,
Gallegos.
Heirs, if any, of Romolo Martinez, deceased, and all unknown claimants
of interests in the premises, being all
unknown persons who may claim any
interest or title adverse.'tq the plain-- :
'to the lands and premises
tiff in
described :)a the complaint herein,

IS OUSTED.

STANDARD OIL

claim-

and all unknown

deceased,

ants of Interests In the premises,
being all unknown persons who may
claim any Interests or title adverse
to the plaintiff In or to the lands
and premises described In the complaint herein, Defendants.

j

1913.

12,
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OTHER WAY
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KEEP

Motor Cycle without
Jeft
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doubt wllb trouble

at the rtctoi j.
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IflS, OUT ALL COMEPS.

PASH BROTHERS, AGTS.,

SANTA

T3

2ST

SANITARY BAKERY.
AMADO GUTIERREZ,

Proprietor.

fr

Bread, Rolls, all kinds of Cakes
Cakes a Specially.
Wedding Co.
P)es,
handle our Ctkea,.
Kanne
Grocery
Bread and Rolli.

.

PZXOIVS
'

if

3AYr05rtT

HE A CHI

V

;rerk
working

-

949J. 108 OALtSTIlOST

A New

Denver Baker.
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lor the New Metteao, tt to
tor you, for SmU F't Sa4
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Incorporated
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LOCAL ITEMS.

PERSONALS

1903

Crafts

jArts

i

(Owing to the great Interest manl
tested in the Personal Column, the
New Mexican request its readers to
send In by mail (a postcara win ao)
or by telephone (call "31 J") items for
this column. By doing so the readI.-- .
. t
...Ml
h. W.u,
Mexican and on their friends. Com
imunlcations sent by mail should bear;
the signature of the writer).

iiiilsliiiw

-

.,...

FIRST SHOWING OF

THE WEATHER.

Santa Fe, N.

'

For

v

j

HUB BIICIIIUUII.

M

G0005

CO,

SPECIAL SHOWING

!

Whisk Broom Holders;, Etched Match
and
Copper
Holders; Hammered
'Brass Bowls and Trays; Belt Pins;
IN TELEPHONING
Th Nw Mexican, if vour business Bar Pin8i Hat pins; Candle Sticks.
.! Special orders made on short notice.
ii.oi
Aie nixenuaiign,
nuiun,;- link uuniU. nlfaBI Cflt un "31 W." "H
. .
If
- Biierai
We Are Closing Out ALL WINTER GOODS AT REDUCED PRICES.
LUIiaA UUUUIJ) UIVjU1I1MUIHU M, uuuu
wish to apeak to the editor or give
Hlxenbaugh; arrived here yesterday. you
any news, bleare phone "31 J."
125 Palace Ave
PHONE 180.
He is registered at the Montezuma.
210 SAN FRANCISCO ST.,
'
M. H. Lloyd, the insurance agent,
Sale- -2, horses, 4.' cows. The
For
Ho had
:s here from the Duke City.
i(e,- slatps 8enator
ranch.-.
. Pear- fol. Kdwnrd
votert0.J(j,
Judge H. L. Waldo, for years attor- Bishops
-,
Tho
19
ComMeet February
County
N() othm. votl,a WPre
jt,pllblit,allney for the Santa Fe, is at the PalFe county will
Kca(le,.t,d
ace hotej. His home 'is in Las Ve- missioners of Santa
meet at the COurX house February 19.
gas.
of- flowers is the most
INSURE WITH HAY WARD AND REST CONTENT.
A
Valentine
h. E. Merchant and S. B. Smith, of
URGES REPEAL
appropriate gift.
Carlsbad, are here on business.
Step to the Phone and Say It
Mrs. Stella MeCarn is a visitor here
OF FREE TOLL
Whether
you heed a necessity or lux
from Kansas City.
our
can
upon
depend
phone
ury,
PROVISION
you
J. M. Hartley, the Espanola merservice and prompt delivery. Zook's
chant, is at the European hotel.
i:v
Esquipula Jlron, the county commis? Pharmacy.
Washington, 1). ('., Feb. 12, Repeal;
Judge K. C. of the free passage provision of the'
He ..Juries
sioner, is here from Pojoaque.
Abbott was busy today drawing the Panama canal act as the "wisest and
HAY WARD AND BE SURE.
INSURE
is stopping at the Coronado hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Hanna of Umy, lent ana grana juries irom sauta re brst way out of a very embarrassing
were in Santa Fe the first of the week canity for the March term of court. r.nd injurious situation" was
urged!
We specialize in all kinds of heavy
as guests of Judge and .Mrs. R. H
ly Senator Hoot today by the senate
machine work. AH work guaranteed.! committee
Hanna.
on
canals in
TranscontiMiss Jessis March is a patient at Agents for Esseiikay.
Room 8, Capital City Bank Building, Santa Fe, N. M.
t
t of his bill for a repeal of the
iippoi
St. Vincent sanitarium, having
been nental Garage.
which
American
exempts
provision
The leading candidates are working coast-wisIk
lrTmElLTSTAlE,:HAYWARDllATlL
operated on Monday for appendicitis.
w
shipping from the payment
She has recovered most satisfactorily subscriptions good and strong and of tolls.
fioni the shock and speedy recupera- they are. gaining fast. Why not you?
Extent of railroad influence at work
Billard will make your abstracts
tion is expected.
to repeal the free passage provision;
John S. Harris, secretary of the right.
the obligation of the United States to
was the Biibmit-thNoted Feast Yesterday
chamber of commerce, is ill at
e
canal dispute to arbitra- his condition on Monday being 'feast of Our Lady of Lourdes which
we
tion and a question of this country's
New
ivas observed throughout the world.
quite serious.
traffic Z
be
J. h. Hurst, of Denver, formerly con-- ! with especial devotion in until uut-- '.
,,
,
TT
ii oiii ions, ngureu in ine uisc.nssion.
nected with the News and Republican, t.edicated to the Blessed Virgin
New
"Is it not a fact,"' asked Senator
was a Santa Fe visitor today.
know
do
that
you
Candidates,
of
Year,
Mr. and Mrs. Carl Bishop leave to- year's subscription to the Xew Mex-- Muroi niiiii oi niMiaior hooi, inai me
of Great Britain against the
all
us,
night for Chicago for a brief stay.
Wan will count (5000 votes. Worth protest
free passage provision was inspired j
J. M. Kurn, prominent
Santa Fe your while to look them up.
be
will
New
by railroad interests or Canada, actrailroad official, is in Santa Fe toGuaranteed to Cure all heart trouble
"
with the great railroads of the
ing
I Will Trade With
day.
A Flower Valentine,
Phone
J,
12,
YONTZ, SAN FRISCO ST
l'nited States?"
Alex Gusdorf, leading Democrat of The Clarendon Garden.
Taos county, extensive orchardist in
"I
heard
haven't
from any railroad
Goods Whatever
We Deliver the
ItJie great Taos valley and member of your
purchase may be, in whatever i'1 tllis matter?'' said Senator Root,
of the citv vou reside, we'll ''allJ ' have no reason to suppose they
jthe road commission under appoint-sectioment of the governor, Is a Santa Fe;nellver to your door. Our service will
any Interest."
visitor, being In the city in the inter please you. Zook's Pharmacy.
The committee took no action to-- !
est of the boosters' clubs, as a memFrom 25 to 34 degrees was the range ff;y. Another session will be held
ber of the new chamber of commerce,
t temperature here yesterday and the Monday.
recently organized in Taos.
humidity was 85 .per cent. The pre-- i
M. G. Randall of Taos, is in the city
showed 0.01 of an inch of
ripltation
i;b one of the charter members of the!gnow.
was a generally CONSPIRACY
Yesterday
taos chamber of commerce, in the cloudy day with light snow flurries
IS CHARGED
Interest of the booster movement in and a dense fog at night.
New Mexico. Mr. Randall
is presiEleaantlv Furnished Rooms for rent.
MJ!
dent of the Valley Hank at Taos and The finest rooms in the
1,eu'
city, having!
a prominent ranchman and orchard electric
out today at the Barela-Wy-- ,
bought
heat
and
steam
baths.
light,
let.
The
Hotel, centrally lo- - coff senatoral contest was intended
Mrs. A. S. Brookes has returned cated. European
snow 'hat as great a conspiracy!
State Progressive Headquar-ltfrom an extended visit in California
i
existea 111 uis Animas county among
,ho t,,oi
whither she went in the 'hopes of find
Riiiarrf nt th,
f Titli, the Democrats to defeat Senatoring a lower altitude, better conditions Abstract Co. for abstract work.
Larela and among the Republicans
for baby Brookes, who did not seem
Dr. J. D.
will be a spec- to defeat N. N. Wycbff.
Meet
There
Tonight
to get strength in this section. The'
ial meeting of Santa Fe Commandery Harper testified that in a conversamany friends of Mrs. Brookes will No. 1. K.
T., this evening in Mason- tion with former State Senator T. R.
velcome her home.
All Sir
vood, the latter said he owned the
ic hall
at eight o'clock.
A.
J. Abbott is here from
Judge
to Forbes mine and that "if auy of the
Rito de los Frijoles canyon visiting Knights are especially requested
be preseut tt8 there wilI be aIl iu. men employed in the mine voted for
l is son, Judge B. C. Abbott.
jgpectlon
by ' the Inspector general of Karela he would be discharged.''
Miss Time Foster, who visited Santa
.
tne Btate
Harper said the count showed 7U
anVhen returned
fnrZI y,a? f8,
Subscriptions to "the Santa Fe New Democrats and 1 Republican votes in
eachins Mexican, the Knglish and Spanish tnat precinct. Three witnesses were
f " ! ST68
eXpected t0 visit Santa weeklies count up very fast and you called to
testify that they voted the
future.
f hould see to it that
your friends are Republican ticket in that precinct.
Largest Slaughter of Men's and Boys' Shoes Ever
siiuscrioers or pay up ineir
Attempted in Santa Fe.
t'ons.
VIOLENT RIOT
February 14th, St. Valentine's Day,
All
your mother, wife or sweetheart will
appreciate some beautiful (lowers
Osaka, Japan, Feb. 12. There was more than anything else.
violent rioting in the streets here all
No Council Although he waited an
W. Va.,
Feb. 12.
Charleston,
night. On several occasions the po hour for the counciimen, Mayor L,opez
lice charged the mob with drawn sab- says today that they did not "show Treading steep paths and plunging
inres, A hundred persons were
up" last night and therefore there was into the dense underbrush covering
'
Mucklow
around
jured.
po meeting.
The mayor expressed the mountains
mm
mm
MBBaa
Tokio, Japan, Feb. 12. Count Gam-be- i the hope that the council will meet where nine guards and striking minYamamoto took up the duties of at an early date to take up several er!? battled early in the week, squads
204
the Japanese premiership early this projects including certain plaza
of militiamen today sought for the
West
Avenue.
Palace
The retiring premier,
dead and wounded. Military officers
njorning.
Count Katsura, will now devote his
Heard Over the Phone Many aa telieve that many more men than
energies to the organization of the new order "is heard over the phone" at have been . reported were shot during
party through which he hopes to re- our store. It is one of the ways in the fighting and were hurried away
which folks enjoy purchasing quality to the remote sections of the hill
gain control of the Diet.
drug store goods from us. Zook's country by their friends to escape
A little want ad costs but a few Pharmacy.
a, rest.
cents and brings wonderful
Secretaries Meet There was a
results
when published in the New Mexican. good attendance at the business meet
ing of the board of secretaries of the
Good Fellowship club Tuesday even- A. WILLIAMS,
ing. Greater and more aggressive
work was planned for the future. An
H.
KAUNE
GO amusement
department will soon be
!
Recompleted, which gives us two cheery
Hack
rooms. Anyone needing employment
Where Quality Governs the Price or
Best Rigs you
wanting furnished rooms inquire
A perfect substitute for face powof secretary at rooms from 7:30 to
and Price the Quality
PROMPT SERVICE.
AND
marFOUR HORSE OUTFITS.
TWO
SADDLE PONIES.
d:30 p. 111., or during business hours der; a perfect skin food with
Removes
velous
curative
St.
properties.
Francisco
at room 11, l.aughling building.
Phone 139. 310 San
black heads, pimples,- tan or any
chapped condition of the skin. Our
i
WICKERSHAM IS
rouge and massage cream cannot be
No
oils.
hair
growing
equalled.
AFTER A STONE
These goods comply with the pure
ICOMPANy NOW food and drug laws. For sale by
Zoom's Pharmacy.
be
12. SensaFeb.
on
Ohio,
Cleveland,
NEW MEXICAN PBINTING CO.
goods
'
tional charges are contained in a civil
of
.Local Agents for
t
suit for the dissolution of
the Cleveland Stone company and its
U
subsidiaries, filed here today by order
.
.
of Attorney General Wickersham.
"Elastic" Bookcase
To acquire a monopoly, in building,
and Desk combined,
laving, curbing and grindstone busiQUALITY GOODS
ness, the "stone trust" is called with
A Desk Unit with lew or "
And
influencing architects "by a money
m
Book Units as dralrtd.
H
m
many
:,
or
favors"
consideration
,
by conferring
The only perfect cooibiaatioa
a
UNCrniBl
I
maBBeav
in
their building
to specify its stone
Hlimffli'llltWt
I
II
desk and booltcaseever made,
cheap
II
I
plans; maintaining a separate organiRoomy, convenient, attrae- do
1
tive. Vt want to thow you
goods
zation of its subsidiaries to enable
Fire, Life," (Accident
J
its advantages aod possi- in
economical
them to appear as competitors
Etc. Etc
Plate
Qlass,
bilities. C;3,wrtteopbont
of building, paving and curbing stones
in the central states; and controlling
V "bo"tft
the price of grind stones throughout
Uhe United States bv'agreemehts with
BaaaaaaaBaaaaaaafaBaMBaaaaaBaaaaBBaaaaaaaaaaaaas
;.jobbers and rebating;.
City Property, Farms
The Cleveland Stone company, 'itk
Ranches, Orchards
4s subsidiaries and their officers and
Land Qrants,
directors, are made defendants by the
EVEN THOUGH IT COSTS MORE government's petition in equity which
as signed by ; Attorney General
IN THE BEGINNING!
Wickersham and James A. Fowler,
assistant to the attorney general, and
DISTRIBUTOR OF
was filed by United States Aitorney
Of
G.
Denman.
Ulysses

...

Spring Ginghams, Percales,
Batistes, Laces and

M.. Fob. 12.

Xew Mexico: Tonight unci Tlmi'sProbably
day generally fair.

SELIG1N

ADOLF

ARTICLES -Hammered Brass Electric Reading
Hammered Copper Reading
Lamps;
Sets in Hammered
Lamps; Desk
Letter Racks;
Brass and Copper;
Rocker
Blotters;
Paper Cutters;
HAND-MAD-

hrrinin.

.k,. ,juti.inn

Ladies' Muslin Wear, Laces and
Embroideries.

x

W. LINDHARDT.

J

tod,

-

.

-

-

Dress Trimmings, Etc.
"

and ACCURACY in preparation
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Does a General Banking
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President.
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No. 4

(South Side)

See Us at Once and Get Your Choice of Lots in one of the
Most Desirable Residence Sections of the City
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O. C. WATSON & CO. i vTt.J??
REAL ESf ATE
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CORRICK LIVERY BARN
NOBBIEST OUTFITS IN THE CITY
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104 DON

fmnsfetX. Pr.cnjpt Attention

and the Best

Satislac4ln Guaranteed.

QASPER ST.

v.u.W;.
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B. TONNIES,

Colonial Dames
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S.

Buggies and Saddlers a Specialty.
Hacks and Baggage
;;r of
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At Cost Standard Lines
Below Cost '"
SPOT CASH OHSTLIT

J

Next Door to Postoff ice,

.

SEEKING DEAD
AND WOUNDED
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FUNERAl DIRECTORS
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in lapaiui

Phone, 189 J.
1 ' A;,:
Santa Fe, New Mexico.
119 San Francisco St.,
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BARN
THE
STAR
PROPRIETOR.
W.
GENERAL LIVERY

Beautifier

Entire Stable
can get.

and Baggage Lines.

stocked.
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Your Best Resolution
to buy your
a
this year
basis quality, not
price alone. That
Will

:

FINELY

FOR

GROUND

Lawn Dressing,

Blood and Bone

ETC.
LAWNS, GARDENS, GREENHOUSES,
. . . . . . $2.50
per cwt,

Fertilizer, per cwt., . .
Shrubbery and Vines Fertilizer, per cwt.,
Florist Steamed Pure Bone Meal, per cwt.,,
"ASK TO

.
.

2.95
2.75
3 00

.

SEE SAMPLES.

GOXMLEY'S GENERAL STORE,

ZOOK'S PHARMACY

anti-trus-

will lead you to our
door, because there
is no store which
sells
so reasonably.
remember, during

J
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SANTA FE, NEW MEX.
Telephone 19 W.
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Weather a

Rug
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Carpet

We have some of the
Finest Brussels Carpets and Well-Makugs to
- attract the eye and meet the purse.
We also have some irlandaome Furniture, f
including an Oak Dining Room Set Which Is dis- played in our show windows. We ask you to
see this set and also a great variety of Dishes
Close
IS A GREAT COUFORT.
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Oit at Cut Prices from today

AKERS - WAGNER
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.fdir Safe Quality.
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which pay syou atall
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FINDS SEVEN

A HOODOO NUMBER.
..Concord, N. H., Feb. 12. Henry F.

Bonds

All iKInds.

Telephone 194 W., Room 24

.
LAUGHLIN building,
Hollls, Democrat, again lacked seven
votes of the necessary number to elect
- NEW MEXICO
when tbe legislature balloted . for SANTA FE

iHENRY KRICK&-

-

LEMP'S KEG and BOTTLE BEER
BUD WE1SER IN BOTTLES

Distilled
Manufacturer of all kinds of Soda Waters made from Pure "
Water.
Mineral
for
; water.
ManitouSprinf
Agent
Santa Fe, New Mex.
TELEPHONE 35 J

j
j
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SANTA FE NEW MEXICAN

PACE SIX

Santa Fe

SWITZERLAND OF AMERICA.

THE

New Mexican

Charles M. Stauffer
William F. Brogan
SUBSCRIPTION
,

Dally,

per ystri by mill
tlx mtmht, by mall

Weakly,

1.25

2.bs

Dally per quarter, by carrier

$1.60
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per year
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Illustrated Booklet Sent On Request
THE VALLEY RANCH

Open the Year Round.
THE VALLEY RANCH
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"All of Today's News Today"

trust to that ot Andrew Carnegie who
rewarded a boy whom he saw crying
jt lrilla Tulun f tlio r.thei. rtnv because

"MiiltfgL,

he was homesick.
Andy went down
and fished out a nice new
two dollar bill, and it assuaged the
lad's tears. Then when the brother
of the boy saw the generosity of the
Pittsburgh billionaire, he stepped up
and announced, "I am his brother,"
and Andy dug again to the extent of a
one dollar bill.
Of course, this was not any great
sacrifice on the part of Andrew, but
it certainly was more commendable
than ,lohn D.'s note of thanks, and
doubtless did far more good. The old
skinflint was probably carrying out
the theory he handed to the company
when he
'"
A
save the pennies.
After all, though, there Is a good
a i'avu
In criirlnir
,rtul r9
-- - nlouoilvo
a awov
tunnies, or a few dimes sometimes,
If It pinches a little, lor it
bungs a gleam ot hope and a ray of
pleasure, and that's wortl while.
I wonder If John did not feel just a
little moan when he sent his note of
thanks. I guess not, for I don't be-- j
lieve he knows what the feeling is.

OTHER CITIES, NOT SANTA FE.
SenThe aton Reporter says that
ator Catron has. Informed Hugo be
that he belieVed he would
Once again, Mr. Speaker, we arise
secure legislation this term for
to
where
able
fcr the purpose of enquiring,
the
the appropriation of moneys for Rami that telegram at?
erection of a federal building at
v
The question before the house now ton.
Has anyone
Poor old Santa Ke!
is: Shall we believe the high official,
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home
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One hundred and four years ago today there was born Americas, great the
hv entirely m the ais
"Legal Department," the New
c mil, He
est son, Abraham Lincoln. "Honest Abe," his friends back in Illinois called Mexican's
nuinevs ana vue
.!
is
Denver
at
correspondent
liira when he was a lad working hard with his hands for his daily bread.
an
important por- transact
to
forced
all "balled up."
Uncle 8nm
"Honest old Abe" it was when with bursting heart and clear head he led
with
business
of
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he
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this country through the hell of fraternal strife. And "Honest old Abe"
v
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was when, lying dead with God's peaceful smile on
and make a oltice.
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to
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nation dropped its tears into his grave.
"
in reverence the name real city out 01 me siaie capuai. inm; a. t,
Honesty is the quality that makes the world hold
jington in a few days. Why not arm
8
of Abraham Lincoln.
him with requests of Santa Fe citiif
Honest v is the lesson that the Hie of Lincoln should teach us.
committee,
the
Kens
upon
urging
Five legislators have been arrested
we are suffering most of
Honesty is the virtue for the lack of which
own senator is not interested, the
in a hotel in West Virginia. The num-cu- r
in
today
work to make ,l,erof the room was not given and the! freat need of a
As a bov Lincoln walked weary miles after a hurd days
Gate. '
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With
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standnot
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never led him to
ting a federal building. We all hope, than John did his.
believe.
to water
this
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little children, to employ men and women at starvation wages,
she is successful in securing
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An emergency clause,
"'"America needs to look at the example of Lincoln! Our great land needs
of the dog in the manger, but
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'zens. is something requiring a
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Persuade your neigh- thirds
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As a lawyer Lincoln said: "niscurage litigation.
ana
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is
around
go
enough
to him how the nominal have figured on that.
bor to compromise whenever you can. Point out waste ot time.
like to have just a share in the dis
A lawjer
winner is often a real loser in fees, expenses and
HE ONLY NEEDS TWO
Yesterday Madero had an army of tribution of favors.
senator would like a
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blush
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men.
miestion
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original proposition,
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The governor should get out that earnest,
Mature, it looks like a simple thing to
' 1 As'' aTesment. Lincoln never grew .conceited. .He never felt that he was
instrument called the "veto, dust: give to this deserving old city, that
of which we are in! call the roll bf .the house,
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that
it
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that elected him Amidst experiences
And it is a simple thing, in its way.
so great need.
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The entire national guard in West United States today, a city of the! Juan county, who is chief clerk of
-People, by the people, for the Peop!e,
of Santa Fe, so the house and who has been chief
Virginia Is under arms as a result of size and importance
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calling the roll so long that he doesn't
building.
essence of democracy, so was Lincoln f a coal trust requires varied
Lincoln And even as honesty is the
ljPt lls- at lefK. do our Part- Let mind it any more. But if you think
cies and methods.
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and died that black slavery might be
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tered correctly, ask Frank.
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NOT SO QUEER,
even at long distance.
be recognized
A lady and gentleman, evidently representatives, but has to do some-Knowing these dangers, lei us
hat with why it is hard to call the
from the east were passing along on
.
The proper way for constituents to
hit the nail on the head when he said:
Palace avenue the other day in front roll.
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by
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To begin with, ever since George
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And his neighbors called bun
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equally as good.
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might sound ilikn anything from "AH
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there a greater praise than this!
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Johns high ideals, are not entirely tljis into
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a good clean job this session,
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has been a failure this year, but ginning to learn something about the
pecfed and should be to take up 'u ions o" importance" are always of abolish the mounted police. After all, we are not havinir any trouble about "Ifects of air brakes when they won't
,
Conferences ca.'led
t his beHef, law and order are minor coniderations ice in
M -- dan,
Santa Fe. The trouble will work and sueing the railroad company
bo bound ng a ins
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when compared to the tax system and come in the summer in
value, but for a man to
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he
the delivering for the difference.
because
conscience
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the coal deals.
against
legislation,
But that again, is a digression, beconducive to bon s act ion or g
season, when the ice bills succeed the
not
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so
declare,
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cause just at this time, George W.
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character
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of
much
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1 ripp is not a conductor, but a statespower of individual
Those county officials who so child- - It would be
"queer" if we should man. He is a member of the legislapuppet, robbed of his Independence
like, placed their confidence in the
zone
and
the
gradually get into the cold
jOld Guard organization, will doubtless gel to be one of the snow states and tive house from San Miguel county.
"""That is one great trouble with the present legislature, particularly
He emigrated to New Mexico shortlook with considerable suspicion on Maine and
New Found land would get
after losing his call boy job in
the passage of a salary bill without to be
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resorts
and
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the emergency clause.
Ninety days growing would shift from California flmaliii
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after the governor approves that bill,! to New
would
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England.
it" likely to be a long, long time.
oi me a. j. sc b. r. u was
be a novelty, and we of the West
"
v.as not much of a division then. They
v ould have
to call in all our folders
ran one train a day from Albuquerque
They have, struck oil up in San
of the "Sunshine State" and to
El Paso
off one car at
'.luan county. In and around Santa Fe telling
'
Sunny Santa Fe," and all that sort Hincon whichswitching
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time,
.his system at Chicago that brought
view of
a reputation for getting a train
fcr our leading citizens to do any have surely given a new
ture possibilities and when old Santa through, even if it took him a week.
work.
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Fe goes for ten days, consecutively Some times it did take him a week
with only now and then a moment's ., those days. Once it took him two
We note from the El Paso Herald
peep at the face of old Sol, we be- - weeks, but that was the fault of too
that our third senator from Texas has pin to wonder "where we are at."
jmuch rain and the Rio Grande, and
left for Washington where he will
How-th- e
They say here, "Well, it's great forrot of the railway company.
control of boss rule and caucus control'
take a prominent part in solving the
but
Maybe that's so,
country."
lever. Conductor Tripp turned up in
Mexican situation. The senator from I cannot
"tour-j El Paso aboard
help thinking that the
the same old train,
Texas was absent from the senate on ?st
crop" is more valuable than the bearing the same old smile and with
business of the senate in Santa Fe alfalfa
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crop, and I hate to think that tl;e same old passengers. The pas-- i
would be humorous .f it weie for several weeks last month.
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jthe former from us.
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Senator A. B. Fall, of New Mexico,
This could not be so expeditiously done
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by writing
who has been visiting his daughter
with the Santa T Fe.
disciplined as the senate.
at their home in El Paso, left for note of thanks.
One afternoon he piled off Santa Fe
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(Continued o i page seven).
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FRANK McKANE,

B. READ,

Assistant Cashier.

Cashier.
OUR PER CENT

(4)

Per Annum Interest Paid on TIME DEPOSITS

ZARAPERIA MXICANA,
EDDY DELQADO, PROPRIETOR.

tho

nl,

in 1870.

Organized

rime la the teat of a bank's endurance and strength.
Growth determine It adaptability to changing condition. Thla bank haa successfully withstood all the
country's financial and commercial disasters for over
forty years. Its management has regarded safety as of
the first Importance In banking, a tradition that stlii
rule It poiicy, but the bank ia not living on its history
but depends for it prosperity upon adaptability to present-day
needs.
Commercial Bills discounted.
Credit and Deposit Accounts opened. Letters of Credit and Drafts Issued on
all Countries. Coupon collected and cashed. Stock ExSales and Purchasr
effected. ' Telegraphlo
change
transfers of money made.
It is important for every business house to establish
bank
banking relations with a strong, service-givinwhere credit can be had when required.
Exchange your inactive fund for our t me Certificate
of Deposit.
Confer with our officers In regard to your banking
business.
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President.

The Oldest Bank in the State.

President
General Manager
Editor
Associate Editor

J. Wight (liddlngs
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The New Mexican Printing Co., Publishers
Bronson M. Cutting

CAPITAL, SURPLUS AND NET PROFITS, $250,0

RANCH,

Fe Poetotflce
Entered as Second Class Matter at the Santa.
Published
Dally
The Santa Fe New Mexican
English Weekly
The New Mexican Review
Spanish Weekly
El Nuevo Mexlcano

FEBRUARY 12, 1913.

WEDNESDAY,

'MANUFACTURER

OF

Palleta Blankets, Rugs, Scarfs, Pillow Tops with Navajo and
and Mexican Designs, Heavy Rugs made of Native
Wool with Navajo Designs. Lettering, Etc.

Both Native and Germantown Wool Used.
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for

Price List and Full Information.
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MABSON & MENDENHALL,
UNDER NEW MANAGEMENT.

ZTZtSnll

"r.S.anS

Proprietors.
AMERICAN PLAN.

LEADING COMMERCIAL HOTEL.
j

j

American Plan, $2.50 and up.

j

tSt

rS.

'"SoE?

,o

(

agen-U""--

Meals, 50 Cents:
Rooms en suite with or without private bath.
Local and Long Distance Telephones in
rooms. Hot and cold running water,

e

-

t

fincoln'Sil'

''""Todweeffering
TUene

steam heat, electric lights.

LARGE, FREE SAMPLE ROOMS IN CONNECTION.

v

lmnEpeare

e

Z

The Montezuma Hotel
SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO.

won-('erfu-

i

THE TRAVELING MAN'S HOME
Cuisint and Table Service Unexcelled. Rooms en suit with
private baths. Electric light, Steam Heat,
Central Location.

be-so- n

THOS. DORAN, Prorpietor.

Large Sample Rooms.
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How About That Fire Insurance? i
:
IS YOUR PROPERTY FULLY PROTECTED ?

j

.

j

i

j

Think About It!
THE

Then Act

MOULTON-ESP-

COMPANY

E

fu-!r- d

SANTA FE, N. M

GENERAL AGENTS.

j

"nation

"rVi.

VZ

7.7"t, ,T

a lfe ho accident
tew nnri idc avmiiai ddemiiih buys
COMBINATIIOM POLICY
Read what is offered :
fordesth fiom
,rom
CI 9Cft Aft Pid
$ 250.00 LBe,or
nary accident
91,OU.UU

frr

1Aft

$C aa

einnn

HALL

OPEN DAY AND N1QHT

"d

La Salle Restaurant

;

ii0i.K0

"' '""'

,

aoto-giap-

.

N

legilinre,

"

V

j

-

ordl

Putrt for noclrtpntnl low.p ot
IVU.UU
one hand, one eye
,UUU.UU or loss of sight
P'1 for sccldKolnl
AA Pal for accidental loss of
death,
Aft
loss
of
or
one
,UUU.UV dismemberaeol
hand, one foot or one
eye oy travel acciaent.
stgbt travel by acoiauat
Weekly Indemnity for total
Weekly Indemnity for tola1
?1U.UU disability
from travel aooldent
ability accidental injuries
For partial disability one-hal- f
weekly indemnity. No Medical Examination Required.
KOOlf II, CAPITAL CITY
GENERAL AGENTS
&
BANKBLDU.

s.

i

CONTRACT!

WONDERFUL) INSURANCE

A

CHAS. QANN, Prop.
Teleploie II.

.

HALL

-

VVOODY'S STAGE LINE
From

-

BARRANCA TO TAOS
Meets Both North South
Rnnitile Trains.

Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
Two Doors Below F. Andrews Store.
the north hound train and arrives at
Regular Means, 25 cents. :'
Rooms for Rent, 25o and 50c - " Taos at 7 p. m.' 'S .;"
"
Ten miles .shorter than any ether ;
i Short Orders at All .Honrs.
Good covered hacks and good'
BOARD BY THE WEEK $5.00 i way.
teams, faro t&OO round trip. Tsams
French' Noodle Order, 20o a dish.
furnished commercial asen to
er"
'
-- v
New York Chop Boer, 60c, the ourrsuadlaa twMm. sYlrr
,
--

.

-

sutlon,

,

.

,

i
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WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY

12,

Wonderful Event
That
BES

r

j

1st, ,'Jrd to uth, 161b, 17th, 22nd, and
jSCtli.

EULOGIES FOR THE

a time above all times when a
woman should be in perfect physical condition
it is the time previous to the coining of her babe.
During this period many women suffer from headache,
THERE U

TEMPERATURE.
The mean temperature of the stale
'as determined from the records of 89
stations having a mean altitude of
about 3,000 feet, was 2!U degrees or;
4.8 degrees below the normal, and 1.1
The
degrees below January. Ml 2.
'highest monthly mean temperature
d the
can
The highest recorded temperayon.
ture was 76 degrees at Curlshad on
the 4th and the lowest :!.") degrees be- low zero at Elizabothtown on the 7th.
Tlle ereatest local monthly range of
temperature was 91 degrees at lloaz
Esjtancia. the ienBt k)C;ll mollthiy
tange 54 degrees at Clotidcrnft, while
'he greatest local daily range was Go
ttt Elteobethlown
on the Sth
The district averages were as
i. n,
.
, ,

j

1

MEMBERS

m

dr. pierce's FAVORITE PRESCRIPTION

TO

PAY

OF SENATE

MEMORY

TRIBUTE

REPUBLICAN

OF

..
LEADER

a scientific medicine carefully compounded by an experienced and skillful
physician, and adapted to the needs and requirements of woman's delicate
for over forty years as a remedy for those
systen. It has been recommended
peculiar ailments which make their appearance during "the expectant"
made
is
easier
Motherhood
by its use. Thousands of women have
period.
been benefited by this great medicine.
Is- -

WHOSE DEATH UUUUKKtU

LAST SUMMER.

Eulogies for Solmon Luna were the

Your drugslst can supply you In liquid or tablet form, oryau can send
t
stamps for a trial box of Dr. Pierce' Favorite Prescrtotion
Tablets, to Dr. Pierce, at Invalids' Hotel and Surgical institute, Buffalo.

l
icatures of yeBterday afternoons
slon of the legislative senate, the day
being set apart for memorial services
leader whose
for the Republican
death occurred last summer,

SO

ses-nm-

It is your priviledge to write to Dr. Pierce for advice, and it will be gladly
given free of charge. Of course all communications are confidential.

FRATERNAL SOCIETIES
j

LATE MR. LUNA

sleeplessness, pains of various description, poor appetite,
and a host of other ailments which should be eliminated in
justice to the new life about to be ushered into this world.

H
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Stiff Joints

S

A

Lodge!

No. 1, A. F. & A.

UP

-

M.

;

umrur m.x rumii
run nr-M--a
communiRegulnr
f
cation first Monday I'0"0 furnished or unfurnished.
10
itzki.
rath month at
.Masonic
at
Hall
FOR RENT A nicely furnish'-7:30.
tioom, near Capitol, gentleman preterE. It. PAl'L, W. M.
it d. Address ZTl Gallsteo Street.
CHAS. E. UXXEV, Secretary.
FOR SALE Second hand buyy,
Santa. Fe ('tnipicr No used
only a short time, rubber tires,
A.
M.
1. R.
Regular antomobk seat. Cost $125, will tuii.i
second $00. Call 223 Hickox street.
convocation
Monday of each month
at Masonic Hall at
It stands to reason that what will
7:20 p. tn.
cure must prevent. Don't you owe
J. A. MASSIE,
your constitution a little consideration
H. P.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN,
before it is too late? If so, try two
Secretary.
weeks al the famous Ojo Caliente Hot
New Mexico.
Santa Ye Commander? Springs,

Sprams,Biuiss
are relieved at once by an
tion of Sloan's Liniment.
rub, just lay on lightly.

MASONIC.
Montezuma

-

Ap-o-

!''

applica-

Don't

Slnan'a LiumifMit has done more
I have ever tried
good than anything
tur titr joint. 1 got my hand hurt 111n
1 luvl to
thiit
work right
stop
badly
the busiest time of t lie ynr. 1 thought
at ttrt that I would bavo to have my
h.iu.l tuken oil', hut 1 got a bottle of
ISloan's Linini'Mit and cured my hand."
WiiruX WutiiLiitt, JUinls, Am.

Good for Broken Sinews

G. O. iloxra, D.iMuiii, L. I wrlto r
"1 lined Sloan's Mnimeiit for broken
Sinews above the knee cal canted by a
fall and to my great satiel'ttetion was
uble to resume work in loss than three

weeks alter the accident."

SLOANS
LINIMENT

H-

al- .
Speeches were made by V. II.
.Mm
No. 9, 2V!) degrees,
S, 29.0 degrees
No. 1, K. T. Regular
ton of Grant county, by James F.
..SALESMAN to Bell new education
PRECIPITATION
UibfS nf Pl.nvoa on.tnlv Iw Wnl.
conclave fourth Monto school boards. Exclusivo
specialty
of
at
The average precipitation
the
nienio A. Miera, of Sandoval county,
day In each month
No competition.
Liberal
Masonic Hall at 7:30 territory.
Fine for Sprain
l.y H. II. Holt, of Dona Ana county, E'ate, as determined from the records
proposition. Union School Furnishins
152 stations, was O.SS inch, or OMj
A. Vomit, 84 Homerset
Mr.
:pf
Bernalillo
of
Isaac
Husky
county,
Ilartb,
by
"A
"
uur, , si cm
St., Plitinlield. X. .1., writes:
n cnKW.n .lit E. c.
of Valencia mch be,ow the normal, and 0.4!) inch
f.nd Boloeslo Romero,
his ankle so badly
friend epral
111,
cago,
when
He
black.
went
it
laughed
that
1
uiuu
W.
E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
lllij
.,uuiiai',
COUnty.
jfcirai.tr
WEATHER PR6PHET FOOLED, iftnse. Court was adjourned until
I told him that would have him out
was
Sloan's Liniment
In a week.
jnoiiuiiy Hiiiuuni
applied was
Mrs. A. M. Itergere, Mrs. Armijo and Kieaiesi
Hobert Wheeler says when the wind c clock and during the Interval the
TYPEWRITERS
and
lie
davs
in
inches
and
four
working
at
Ellis
ranch
near IMacitas,
Santa Fe Lodge of Pe'
said Sloan's was a right good Liniturns from west to east by going in defendant was given an opportunity to other relatives of Mr. Luna weie in and the least, a trace at Fmitland,
Cleaned, adjusted and repaired. New
de14th
No.
1,
fection
ment."
the senate :ai mber during the me- San Juan county, and at Johnson's
furnished.
an opposite direction to that traveled confer with an attorney,
Ribbons and supgree. Ancient and Ac- platens
Price 25c,
of court,
At the
morial servb ;s and were given copies ranch, Mora county, while the
plies. Typewriters sold, exchcauged
by the sun it nearly always brings
and $1.00
of
50c,
Scottish
Rite
greatest
cepted
land rented. Standard makes handled.
of the joint memorial passed by the daily
or rain. It so happened it torney Spicer appeared for the
Sloan's Biink-oprecipitation was 1.9,") inches at
Free Masonry meets on All
condo- Fills ranch on the 5th. The
horses, caitlo,
from west to south and fendant and Deputy Sheriff Armijo for senate and house extending
repair work and typewriters guarat
average
the third Monday of each month
sheep and
The defense asked lences over Mr. Luna's death.
irom south to east before our two last the prosecution.
sent free.
snowfall for the state was 7.9 inches;
in the New
poultry
in
o
he
clock
7:30
withdraw
to
evening
of
court
the
permission
phone
snows.-Cue- rvo
Address
Clipper,
All of the
speakers paid high District No. 7 averaged 3. 8 inches of
Cathedral. Visiting feeottish Rite
the plea of guilty and substitute one
No. 8, 10.5 inches of snow and
Mr.
to
of
Dr.
snow;
tribute
the
Luna,
to
invited
memory
attend.
Masons
reare
was
cordially
of not guilty instead. This
SMALLEST BUILDING BURNED.
Earl S.
praising him as an example of the un Xo. 9, 7.6 inches of snow. The aver- JAMES A. MASSIE, 32,
sisted by the prosecution and the rul selfish
Rooms, Houses & Ranches
was!
the
for
districts
had
About 11 o'clock last night fire
made
Sloan
that
precipitation
Venerable Master.
NewiKe
patriotism
the
court
prosecusustained
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follows:
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s
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Xo.
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real
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house
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What Have Vou to Rent?
state and that had
Inch;
Vroke out in the smallest
CHAS. A. WIJEELON, Secy.
tion. Six witnesses were 'called, five Mexico
'
'"eh.
-'
in Gallup.
It came very near being of whom testified, the sixth, Mr. Tin. ed the friendship of the Spanish Am - 73 lnch- alld "0' 9.
List it with MRS. SUMMERS, Room
B. P. O. E.
people on
tutirely burned up before the fire de- claiming he knew nothing of the af- f rican and
1i, Laughlin Block.
Santa Fe LodgeNo
railment could drag the fighting stuff fair, he having been out of town the Si many occasions.
Rooms and houses furnished or
BURGLAR'S
PALS
B.
P. O. E.. furnished.
A select list
At the conclusion of the addresses
The testiup the hill to east Aztec avenue. The night of the occurrence.
alwavs nn
foiir
holds its regular h..nd
bouse was 10 by 12 with walls
RESCUE
mony of the five witnesses differed on the senate recessed until Wednesday)
session on the secfeet high, two windows admitted material points. Three young men, at 2 p. m.
fourth Saves You Time and
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Money.
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T. BLAND Y,
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ed to 1 mitate brick decorated
The two men were sitting in the
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HAVE YOU ANYTHING TO ADVfc.v
WILSON WILL REORGANIZE
who was charged with an attempt to sum of $1500. In default of bail the- cold obtained in the Sangre de Cristo
BENITO ALARID, President.
TISE?
THE
make away with her otnployer by put officers took the prisoner to Albuquer and the lower reaches of the San
CUSTOMS
t
SERVICE,
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
DAVID GONZALES, Secretary.
for safe keeping. Belen News.
Tell your story to
Juan range.
ting poison in his food." The case was que
2,000,000
The minimum temperature of the
Readers
tried before Justice Otto Goetz, who,
Washington, D. C, Feb. 12.
F. W. FARMER
MONTEZUMA.
Twelve Dollars.
of the customs service by
after hearing the evidence Introduced BIOGRAPHIES
month, 35 per cent below zero, was
No.
Homestead
D. D. Raley, Monte Vista, Colo.
We will place your
the lowest thus far recorded In
advertiseconsolidation of districts and ports
ry the prosecution sustain a motion
2879, BrotherhFrank Owen, City.
THE COMMON GINK uary, and la only exceeded hy one Janment
in 25 leading newspapers' Sunof entry, will be left for President
to dismiss the case. According to reAmerirecof
ood
G.
W.
Tripp, City.
Wilson. President Taft has found lie
ord of 37 degrees below zero in De
Deday issue, for $12 per Insertion.
can Yoemen.
port it appears that Colonel Hildreth
Frank Herron, Las CruCes.
cannot complete
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scriptive circular FREE.
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(Continued from page six.)
Frank Voss, Denver.
to the 12th was
scneme ueiore leaving otnee.
ADVERTISING
brought the young woman on to keep
unusually severe over
day of the THE PROBERTAGENCY,
R. II. Brown, Denver.
house for him, and that there had Summers at the boy. "I'm the conduc- the state as a whole, the sweep of the
Tne decision of President Taft virmonth at the
Thos.
Gonzales, Abiquiu.
Uen grief in the household that was tor." was the renly. Summers looked com wave and Its below zero tempera- - G.
Taos, New Mexico.
Firemen's Hall.
tually nullifies the law authorizing the
R. Schenck, Philadelphia.
not aired in the trial. The young wo- at the youth and with an ugly smile, ,ure extending far beyond our south- and further congressR. L, Baca,
H.
reorganization
Foreman,
frn ooraers. Minimum temperatures D. J. Cavanaugh, Salt Lake.
DR. W. HUME BROWN,
ional action will be necessary if Presman had no money to hire an attor- he retorted:
Cor. Sec. David Gonzales.
Ed. L, Lujau, East Las Vegas.
8
Dentist.
ident Wilson is disposed to disturb
"Don't hand me any jaw, kid,
1, 15 and even 20 degrees,
ney, and people in the vicinity took
Chas. Chadwick, Albuquerque.
Over Spitz Jewelry Store.
the existing system. Congress provid- NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
get fresh; I want to get rid oficurred as far south as Luna, Dona
up a collection to pay an attorney to
Abe
Hixenbaugh, Raton.
Ana, Otero, and southern Chaves
Rooms l, 2 and 3.
ed that the plan of reorganization
this blankety blank train.'
defend her. Estancia
Finallv the voune "man in the nice runties. The 7th was generally the John Hixenbaugh, Raton.
must De SUDtniUea to tnis session.
nennrtmcnt
of thfi Interior. IT. S. Phone Red 6.
Mrs. Stella McCarn, Kansas City.
Office Houre 8 a. m. to 6 p. rn.
new uniform convinced Summers thatjco,ae8C aay or the month, while the
Senators and representatives bom- - r,and office at ganta Fe jj, jr.,
RATON'S FEDERAL BUILDING.
was the con all right. And by the! ?rd or 4th were the warmest, the cold " L. R. McGrath, Denver.
the White House and treasury :ruary i 1913.
And by Appointment.
H. C. Thompson, Denver.
Attorney Hugo Seaberg, In a night-lette- r came token, he was George W. Tripp, j 'vave of tne 5th coming with great
j departments with protests
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Notice is hereby given that ReyeB
C. J. Pickler, Louisville, Ky.
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at patient's home.
that it would be courteous ac fassengers behind. It sounded to me precipitation occurred in the extreme
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senate today failed to concur in a
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iK Alberto Woern. or destroying his
Jured, none was killed.
Consuls at Laredo and Knseuuda, paper mill." The newspapers assert-repor- t
ed that the Tlalpam cadets, who
all (iniet in their sections.
Instructions from the state erated General Reyes, killed their
department, Consul Guyant at Knse-- : own leader, Colonel Morton when he
nada, secured the release by the Mex-- attempted to persuade them to
authorities ut Tijuana, of" Ihej render to the government.
MADERO IS CALM.
Amerffan, Kaiilfiii. who was wounded
Calmness displayed by Madero was
bv a sentry, and lie has been se:u
across the border to the hospital In .confirmed in the newspaper reports.
In the taking of La Cludadela, the
San Diego, Calif.
12. InformaMexican precs reported that General
Laredo, Texas,
tion received here says that at noon Diaz secured fifty thousand rifles.
called
Editorially the newspapers
because of ti. rce BghtinK la the viein-itof the federal tehgr.ipli ollic.e at attention to former battles in MexiThey said the present sjtuation
.Mexico City, all operators left their co.
stations.. The federal government was not at all uninue. The uprising
has only one wire south to Monterey. was compared to that of General
Guerrero's on November 30,
Mexico City, Feb. 12. The artillery
1827 'when Guerreros was defeated
j fire of the rebels from their positions
Int. the arsenal extended
In several from the presidency by General Goaccount
of
the
on
encircling mez Pedraza.
directions
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 12. Tt was
tactics adopted by the government
reported soon after noon that S. Gentroops.
Diaz turned his guns in the three- evevo de La O, the Znpatian leader,
tion of the Rritish legation shortly! had entered the city and was workafter noon in order to reply to' the ii.g his way toward the rebel position,
fire of a federal battery stationed: presumably to Join relix Diaz.
Mexico Citv. Mex.. Feb. 12 Tt was
there.
The rebels strengthened their po-- I Miofflcially reported at 1 o'clock that
sition by placing more men and field Madero had ordered a suspension of
interguns on the Y. M. C. A. building com- firing, as he dreaded foreign
was a
manding the arsenal, against which ference, but although, there
'the government troops continued to slight lull, the firing did not entirely
direct a terrible fire from their ari.ll-- i cease.
President Madero says he will not
lery and small arms,
in any case, but if Diaz persists
yield
REFUGEES.
200 AMERICAN
'n
the
bombardment he will move the
Passen12.
El Paso, Texas, Feb.
capital to San Luis Potosi or some
train
the
as
passed
that
gers reported
other point.
through Chihuahua, a surging mob
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 12. Minisshots
of
filled the stress. Volleys
ter of Fomento Manuel Bonilla, acof
the
direction
were heard from the
cording to an American who traveled
interior of the town.
with him from San Luis Potosi, has
mm muua , .. "
with the
federal been attempting to arrange
Anton o Rabago,
General
f1,"
governor of that state for a proclama- -

brought into existence as part of the ington, to be in close touch with the
and situation and keep the president
scheme of army
its responsiveness to the call for foreign service may be regarded as a
NO INTERVENTION YET.
first practical test of the value of the
I). C, Feb. 12. DecWashington,
new system.
against immediate intervenThe first brigade will entrain for laration
tion was made by Senator Cullom,
Newport News, Va only in the event
of the senate committee on
that the preparatory orders issued chairmanrelations
today.
foreign
this morning, are followed by others
"I trust there will be no immediate
setting the troops in motion. Within intervention by the United States,"
twenty-fou- r
hours after such an or- he said. VI don't think the time has
der, it is expected that the most dis- come when we are called upon to intant organizations within the brigade terfere. If we once take the step we
will arrive at Newport News.
cannot take it back. - 1 don't think
quarterMajor General Aleshire,
under the present- conditions we
that
master general, today followed up the are called to take on the burden."
orders to commission the army transsenators declined ta discuss
ports at Newport News by directing 4he' situation In Mexico.
olE
food
supimmediate
the
assembly
A notable exception was found in
ply, wagon transportation, and other Senator Tillman. He said: "I think
equipment for troops on foreign serv- President Taft ought to be very, very
ice. The transports are the Meade, cautious how he Involves this coun
McClelland, Summer and Kilpatrick.
in war just at the close of his adThe McClelland iB the smallest with try
I know of no greater
ministration.
capacity for three hundred troops; hiisfortune that could happen to us
the three others are able to carry
a war
fight now than to have such
about 800 men each. There Is no fnrforl
oh the country. The situation
doubt that the four can easily accomlis a very fine illustration of "You'll
modate the entire first brigade of the be damned if you do, and be dainnea
first division,
constituting the ad- it you don't' especially if you do. Let
vance guard of an expeditionary force us
do what is necessary to protect the
of fifteen thousand men, available for
of our country and no more;
honor
foreign service in an emergency.'
and if we have to go there, let us get
Galveston, Texas, would be the port away as soon as possible."
of departure of the artillery forces
and some cavalry, in the event that it HOUSE BLOWN UP
were necessary to follow up the first
BUT WIFE IS CALM.
The original intention was
brigade.
to employ the four army transports
Va., Feb. 12. Although
named for that purpose, after they m.Lynchburg, vr .Tones,, a wealthy wo- HJ IP.
"
'
ucwit,
had discharged the first brigade on man 80
years old, was blown out of
foreign shores.
bed last night by a aynamue exPut this will be done only in case her
which wrecked her home, the
it is found impossible to secure the plosion
did not harm her. The police
shock
the
to
merchant marine ships
carry
say it was an attempt at murder.
hat artillery and cavalry.
at,onai
the governor
By orders issued by the general
NEGROES ARE ALARMED.
staff this morning the senior military
city8"
immeGalveston
near
officer
began
fthe cotnencenS
at
Cairo, 111., Feb. 12. Negroes
diately to get in touch with merchant
owners to see what could be got- Charleston'; Mo near here, have been
ship
d(J hot appear to ten on short notice.
frightened by placards warning them
r
leave within thirty days.
to
2,500 MARINES.
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EIC-u-r

JUST RECEIVED!
Line of D M. C. EMB. FLOSS In
colors. Also full line of PRINCESS
land ROYAL SOCIETY FLOSS In
colors for use in working trie new
line of LIBRARY SCARFS, PILLOWS,
CENTRE PIECES, STAMPED BAGS,
etc., which are the late designs just
received.

MISS A. MUGLER
SOUTHEAST CORNER PLAZA.
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You will find it a great satisfaction to do

More Home Baking

You will make biscuit, cake and pastry
clean, fresh and tasty better every way
than the ready made foods.

Dr. Price's Baking Powder is specially
devised for home use, and makes home
baking easy and a delight. It will protect you from the dread alum baking
powders, which are too frequently found
in the ready made articles, and insure
you food of the highest healthfulness.
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Washington, D. C, Feb. 12. Preparations have been made to move approximately 2,500 marines from the
ship's of the Atlantic fleet and the
Guantanamo naval station to Vera
Cruz, to be held in readiness there for
landing in case it should be necessary
in
to relieve the foreign legations

Vincent's Parochial
-

THE
9 JEWELER
FOR

HEADQUARTERS
HIGH-GRAD- E

WATCHES

partments.

two additional battleships
The
which are to go to Mexico was decided upon at midnight while house
conferences attended by President
Taft, Secretaries Knox, Stimson and
Meyer and officers of the army and
navy, will bring the total number of
American men of war n Vera Cruz
harbor up to three. The dreadnaught
Virginia is steaming to Tampico and
the Georgia is on her way to Vera',
Cruz. This will make a total of four;
American battleships on the gulf
coast of Mexico.
The two on the Pacific side, the
Colorado and South Dakota, are or:
dered for Mexican ports and other
ships may follow at any moment.
There will be two rear admirals in
Mexican waters ready to direct the
movements of the ships speeding to
both coasts. On the west side. Rear
Admiral Southerland on his big cruis.
er is now well off the coast of lower;
California, and should arrive at Aca-- :
On the gulf coast,
pulco Friday.
Rear Admiral Cameron McR Winslow
is on his flagship Virginia.
All the ships under orders for Mexican service are of the first, class,
with complements of about 700 men
each. The navy will have an effec-- .
tive force of about 6,000 men on the
gulf and the Pacific side of Mexico
before the end of the week.
The big army transports at Newport News will be ready to sail by tomorrow morning at the latest.
take some of the troops at Fort.
Monroe, Baltimore,, and Ft. Meyer,
near this city, should it be decided
that the crisis in Mexico had assumed such proportions as to demand the
dispatch of a military force to reinforce the naval contingent already under way.
Fighting in the heart of Mexico
City, endangering thousands of lives,
is looked upon with apprehension, but
army men and students of international law declare this condition may
be justifiable if the Madero government finds it necessary to fight - for its
,
own existence.
SITUATION UNCHANGED.
Secretary Stimson had an early
conference with President Taft in
the White House proper, during which
he advised the president of the preparations of the army to carry out the
plans formulated last night. "There
is nothing" new to be said," he declared at the end of his talk with the
president. "The situation is the same
as last night."
Washington, D. C, Feb. 12. Some
changes in orders to commanders of
battleships on their way to Mexico
were made later by Secretary Meyer
after a conference with .his naval
Rear Admiral Fletcher, com-- j
aides.
manding the second division of the
Atlantic fleet, with his flagship Ve
mont, was ordered from Guantanamo
directly to Vera Cruz with the battleship Nebraska. This supplants previous tentative offers to the Illinois,
New Jersey and Rhode Island, and
puts two admirals with tha naval
force on the gulf of Mexico. ,
12. The
Caimanera, Cuba, .Feb.
United States battleship Nebraska
sailed for Mexico at half past ten this
The remainder of the
morning.
American fleet here is awaiting or-

near here,

Bchool,

drowned before rescuers could
reach him. Thomas V. ityan, the
companion, succeded in reaching shallow, water.
was

s. SPITZ

Mexico.
Washington, D. C, Feb. 12. Rear
Admiral Badger, in command of the
Atlantic fleet at Guantanamo, will select the two additional battleships
which are to hurry to Vera Cruz,
Mexico. This was determined on at
an arly conference today between
officials of the state, war and navy de-

HIS LIFE

FOR HIS FRIEND.
Feb. 12. In an
N.
J.,
grinceton,
heroic attempt to save a comrade" with
vrhom he was skating on Carnegie
Lake today, V. O'Brien, of German,
town, Philadelphia, a student at St.

rf'te

1

j

saldoin gone far from his office unaccompanied by a body of detectives.

:hr

today brought 200
Jo des
the Casus
Assistant Superintendent Baca, of most of them from
report
the department of education, has re- district. The passenger
on the Mexican Cen- turned from Santa Jtosa, Guadalupe :near Moctezuma. was
made by 100 reb-'tral, an attempt
county, where he conducted a special ids
to dynamite the train. The dynateachers' examination.
on the, track
discovered
was
Mr. Justice Parker, who has been in! jmite
a small body of troops
t
back this however, by train. A
as Cruces, is expected
'guarding the
and machine gunners from the
c elling.
the troops nd
. he
f
Supreme Court Clerk Jose 1). Sena
resulted in the capture of
who has been quite ill at his home is dynamiters
whom
h
of
one
rebels
,
x
eight
reported slightly improved this after-- from the United States. The .est of
.f
noon.
fctock.
fled.
revolutionists,
was stationed. In this latter
tillery
AMERICANS HEMMED IN.
effort, he was fairly successful. '
12. Anieri-- j
At about half, past ten, there was a
Feb.
Mex.,
Mexico
City,
shells.
READY
struck
by many shrapnel
UNITED STATES
cans and other foreigners living in virtual cessation of firing but this wivs
WITH TROOPS TO
CONSUL GENERAL ESCAPES.
in a des-- due presumably to the 'rcops C" ai.tUiu;
The escape of Consul General Arn- tills city found themselves
..V.:.: PROTECT LEGATIONS.
as neither sde had at. tha;
old Shanklin and his staff from the ' perate situation today. The foreign, positions,
.
districts time won a decided
Tro
(Continued from page onei.
American consulate building during le&idential and commercial
fire federal troops at one moment made ;i
of
line
direct
artillery
in
the
li.y
the seven hour battle between the
but Ineffectual elf.t'rt to obtair
who arrived here early today from federal troops and the rebels in the from both the rebel and federal
possession of BeTem jai', in Jie nei&!
not
was
It
learned
the state capital.
streets of Mexicp City yesterday was Iticns. Many people who had taken
whether the federal garrison had re- a sensational one. Mr. Shanklin refuge in the more important build- - borhood of the Arseinr. Tne folio.,
penned in, us of Felix D'az repubr..! ?lieir vigor-- I
volted.
broke down two doors, and was thus l igs found themselves
about pus attack and then recited a portion
whistled
shells
BRITISH LEGATION AFIRE.
while
an
heavy
to
enabled
pass into and through
the prisoners, some of whom they
walls and
Mexico City, Mex., Feb. 12 The adjoining building and make an exit 'them ' tearing through
.
in- their
r.'r.ks- armin?
incorporated
is
fire
from
the
under
British legation
across a street which was at the mo- ircots. Tne cauie omve wn wtcicj them - with riflers tron:
the arsenal
fear
was
ment free from rifle fire.
(lamager by shrapnel and it
stores.
eral artillery has been placed close
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The early hatched Chick makes the substance of telegrams received business
district.
over night from Mexico. AmbassaTwenty-fivhundred marines from
the Winter Layer !;
REFUGEES TELL STORY
dor Wilson's report was confirmatory
the Atlantic fleet and the Guantana- of the news dispatches. Mr. Wilson
EGGS FOR THE TABLE.
o naval station prepared to sail for
FRESH
Laredo, Texas, Feb. 12. Today's
estimates that both sides were equal- train from Mexico City brought many Vera Cruz to go to the relief of the
ly balanced numerically, Madero and men, women and children refugees foreign legations,
should thev
CHAS. A. WHEELON,
Diaz each commanding about 4,000
left Monday, soon after the Diaz ' come besieged as they did at Peking,
men. He states that while four Amer- revolt began.
313 Palace Ave.
Four dreadriaughts of battleship
Phone 204 J.
icans were reported to have been in- Four of the passengers could give fleet steaming at top speed to Tarn-coherent story of the fighting. They Pico and Vera Cruz and two other
it wise to leave the capital, ships rushing on the Pacific side to
dem-Mexican ports to afford refuge to
notwithstanding no
onstration had occurred.
They re-- Americans and other foreigners,
BLOOMING PLANTS
President Taft and the cabinet firm
ported no disorder along the line of
the Mexican National from Mexico in their determination not to land an
City to Laredo but said excitement American soldier in Mexico unless
was in evidence at all points.
the most dire necessity forces it.
AHD FERNS
These are the developments of the
Mexican newspapers indicated the
stress under which the government day in the attitude of the United
was laboring. Sunday's paper report-- States toward the newest revolution
'
ed once more that federal troops were in Mexico.
cooped up in the town of Atoyac,'1
Washington, D'. CY, Feb. 12? The
state of Guerrero, and that rebels in first brigade of the first division of
Chalco, state of Mexico, had kid- the army, about' three thousand strong
naped a man and were holding him had been ordered prepared for "expe- j
The government forces ditionary service." It is composed of
for ransom.
were trying to rescue this man, whose the third infantry at Madison bar- '
name was not given.
racks and Oswego the Fifth infantry
Rurales were reported fighting reb- at Plattesburg and' the 29th infantry
els near the edge of Tlalpan and pre- at Fort Niagara, all in New York.
This organization has just been
venting the insurrectos from kidnap- The Frst Church of Christ Scientist was incorporated
today, papers
Living been filed in the office of the
The
commission.
State corporation
church is located in Albuquerque and
.
jts statutory agent ih F. B. Schwent--irThe incorporators are W. S.
jTaltersou, Grace C. Patterson, L.
Maude Schwentker, Cora A. Killam,
Irene M. Scott, Jennie G. Smith, Mary
A. Michner, Nellie M. Moore and F.
There is no capital
li. Schwentker.
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New

threats against the life of District Attorney Charles H. Whitman, because
of his activity against police grafters
have caused hiin to carry a revolver.
Permission to go armed was granted today both to him and to his
chief assistant, F. J. Groehl.
Threats against the . prosecutor's
life were very numerous during the
trial of Lieutenant Becker and the
fcunmen, but Whitman regarded them
l'ghtly at the time, . and attributed
most of the epistles to cranks. During the present graft investigation,
however, the threats have been more
1 ersistent
and sinister and for sev
eral days the district attorney has
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IS THREATENED
SO HE GETS A GUN.
12. Renewed
York, Feb.

WHITMAN
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CLOCKS
Time Pieces That Are
KwlIctUIC

HAVE YOUR WATCH CLEANED
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Washington, D. C, Feb. 12. Secretaries Knox and Stimson went into
conference further with President
Taft after luncheon at the White
House. It waa announced that Secretary Stimson who had planned to accompany the president to Philadelphia tonight, would remain In Wash
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By the SANTA FE HARDWARE & SUPPLY

1

To win in our big joint contest it is necessary that the
candidate have the right point of view.
First,, remember that there are fifteen Piano prizes with a
value of over $4000, also a large number of other prizes
In other words, practically a prize for every candidate.
Second, recollect that to win you must put your efforts
into the line which will bring the most returns.
For Instance, accounts" dated before ,1913 carry double
votes. When paying such- accounts, your friends should see
that they are given these extra votes. Again, the Gen. Mdse.
Due Bills are perhaps the most prolific source of votes. They
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mean FREE

Votes-DOUB-

I1

i

Votes.

Bill Is an order on "our store for merchandise.
The
she gives you the money which
You deliver It to your friend,
.
..
you bring to us.
We then give you tfte number of votes represented by
the money brought In. When your friend uses' the due bill
she receives the same number of votes that have already been
given to you.
If she traded directly at the store, with the money, there
would be only the one set of votes. See the gain made t no
extra cost?
Due

BEAR THIS

,.

I

i
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HINT IN MIND,
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THE
WHO

MAN
KNOWS

!

Ah, They're Here!
HE SHOUTS!
Shoes for Men In all the
Walks of Life Snappy
Models in Dull or Bright
Leathers, and in Tans
for the Swell Dressers,
1

$5.00, $5.50
AND

$6.00

Comfort 'Shoes with
wide, toes and broad
heels and good
for the
Shoe-maki-

'BUSINESS MAN

$3.00,

$J.50, $4.00, $4.50

SHOES

j

and $5.00

There's not a Man with a Shoe Want we can't satisfy
IN BOTH STYLE AND PRICE,
BETTER

ng

PFLUEGER'S

BETTEI
SHOES

'

